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The Senate Tackled Calendar of May Not Be Able to Restrain Declared, However, That Ohio Senate Voted Down Amend- Governor Lost Only Four Dele- Declared He Handed Bain $400 They Kicked His Plate Glass and
Result Decided Republican
ment Placing Implements on
Measures This
Twenty-On- e
in Cash to Clinch Corrupt
Anger of Populace Longer,
gates Out of a Total of
Cyclone Insurance Measure
Free List
Contest.
Twenty-Eight- .
Afternoon.
They Say.
AroundBargain.
Governor McDonald has approved of (My Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chihuahua, Mex., May 29. lntimat-- j
S $ S X X X S $ $ $ S St 1
Oyster Bay, N. Y., May 23. "The re-- i
Senate.
House Bill No. 9, by Mullens, for. ing that the revolutionary authorities suit in New Jersey speaks for itself, V
may be unable to restrain the popu-- : said Colonel Roosevelt today. "I don't
the protection of the bee industry.
Washington, D. C, May 2!.
House Bill No. 112, by Cooney, au- lace in its indignation when it realizes see that Jersey has left much for me
Met at noon.
President Mellin, of New
district the extent of the assistance being giv- to say."
thorizing and empowering
in its
courts to adjudicate interests in town en the Mexican government
Colonel is Delighted.
York. New Haven and Hart- The Colonel was greatly elated at
sites where the title is vested in the fight against the rebels, General Oroz-cford railroad protested to inter- and his fellow officers have pro- the outcome of the primaries.
He
probate or county judge.
oceanic
committee
House Bill No. 123, by Speaker Baca, tested to Marion Letcher, consular rep- said that after the Ohio vote he had
provisions in Panama
against
of
of
resentative
United
the
to enable school districts to borrow
asserted the contest for the presiden- X canal bill which would bar
States,
money for the purpose of erecting and the attitude of the American govern- tial nomination had been settled, so
railroad-ownesteamers from
furnishing school buildings and pur-- ' ment in permitting Mexican authori- that the result in New Jersey in his
the canal.
to
ties
soldiers
recruit
north
and
did
not
esschool
equip
alter
the
The
opinion,
situation. X
act
chasing
grounds.
Magdalena Bay matter re- The Colonel was asked whether he
pecially serves to validate a bond is- of the international boundary.
IN ferred by foreign relation com- Madero
Off
U.
S.
Rebels
would now begin to mane plans for
sue of $35,000 made by the school disBought
X mittee to a
for
the fall campaign, since he felt confi- trict of Roswell.
Charge.
investigation.
ine protest nas neen oraerea put)-- ! dent ot obtaining the nomination,
Senate.
X
Vote down amendment
to
There were twenty-onbills on the lished widely in both Spanish audi "In the course of a long experience
metal tariff bill to p'ace farm
' he
to
is
It
Madero
and
as
directed
a
English.
hunter,
Senate calendar this afternoon, the
said, "I have learned
implements on free list.
to
States. After a recital never to divide the bear skin until
largest number that has been thus far in the United
Judiciary committee contin- of
which
in
detail
instances
the
bear
is
many
dead."
on any day's program.
Among the
X ued its
into
investigation
American
the
have
aided
authorities
Wilson
Gratified.
twenty-onwere the four good roads
Arch- - N
Judge
against
Madero
the
charges
in
N.
government,
29.
especially
J.,
Governor
Trenton,
May
bills.
permitting Consul Llorente at El Paso Woodrow Wilson said today regarding A bald.
Chap'ain McCollough caused ears to recruit and equip men for the com- the New
Jersey primary election: "1
to prick up when he referred in his mand at
Ojinaga and the failure of the never doubted the result, but I ant
invocation "to the backbone of Gover- authorities to turn back federals de- none
Magdalena Bay Probe.
the less delighted and grateful
nor McDonald," in a thinly veiled ref- feated at Guadalupe,
when a
that the Democrats of the state should
Washington, D. C. May 21).
erence to Governor McDonald's
the river to safety, it is intistood by me so generously and'tiations of Japanese interests for hind
mated that there exists between Ma- with so unmistakable verdict.
message of yesterday.
jon Magdalena Bay, Mexico, were reNew Bills.
dero and the government at Wash"Their approval makes nie very hap- - ferred today by the Senate foreign
The following were introduced:
a
because it is their judgment of lations committee to a
ington some agreement regarding
Senate Bill No. 18G, by Mabry, an act huge recompense.
the new regime in our politics in New to determine if any acquisitions of
to provide for the disposition of cerU. S- Has Crippled Rebels.
Jersey and means that the new order territory or concessions there
tain insurance monies.
to be sustained with steadfastness croaehed on the Monroe doctrine.
It suggested that possibly the Unit"Senate Bill No. 1ST, by Hartt, to ed States government has been prom- and enthusiasm.
Farm Machinery Duties.
Taft's Faith is Unshaken.
provide for industrial education in the ised by Madero some concession in
Washington, D. C, May 29. By a
Washington, D. C, May 29. Presi- vote ot thirty-fivstate schools and for the appoint- - the nature of landholdings. Back oi
to thirty-four- ,
the
dent
Taft's belief that he has enough
ment of a state director of industrial all is the fact that the American govvoted down n amendSenate
today
ernment has crippled seriously the delegates pledged and instructed for
education.
ment to the metal tariff bill placing a
by its stringent application oi him to control the national convenSenate Bi:l No. 18S, by Ilfeld, to rebelslaws
number of farming implements
tion
was
not
the
shaken
the
the
preventing"
by
importation
victory large
provide for the terms of office of the of ammunition.
The rebels character- of Colonel Roosevelt in the New Jer- - on the free list. Practically all of the
members o fthe state board of educa- ize
the attitude as eminently unfair. sey primaries.
White House officials affirmative votes were cast by Demotion excepting the governor' and suMadero in the protest is styled a made no official statement, but Taft cratic senators, but several Republi
perintendent of public instruction.
traitor and the American government leaders who saw the President today can senators were absent. The amendis accused of assuming an attitude that would not recede from the President's ment was offered by Senator Smith of
Reports of Standing Committees.
The committee on finance reported is little short of intervention.
Atten- own figures made public in several of Georgia and waB not debated.
.a substitute for Senate Bill No. 145, tion is called to the fact that hereto- - his New Jersey speeches which he
Proposed Duty of 20 Per Cent.
in reference to occupation taxes in fore rebel army authorities have given said gave him thirty more than neces- an
Senator Pomerence
offered
incorporated municipalities.
every guarantee of safety to foreign- sary to nominate.
to ttake" machine tooia
amendment
The committee on railroads reported ers and especially
and
Americans,
Hadley Choice for Chairman.
from the House ''n ee list and assess
favorably House Bill No. 24, in refer- such guarantees are still promised but
Senator Dixon predicted that Gov- - a duty of twenty per cent. He con- ence to suits by
with
reservations.
against
ernor Hadley of Missouri would be the eluded the cut made by the House w as
lailroads.
No Use to Till Soil.
Roosevelt choice for temporary chair- - too drastic. Senator S:noot charged
The committee on highways reportEl Paso, Texas, May 29 Through man of the convention. "That is of the Democrats with
playing politics
ed favorably House Joint Memorial traffic on the Mexico Northwestern has
course, subject to change, if condi- - and was sharply taken to task by Sen- No. 3, to Congress, in favor of the been
stopped temporarily on account tions
"I ator John Sharp Williams
Senator.
construction of a highway across the of the burning of a bridge by a group oelievechange,' said, theGovernor
that
however,
Pecos national forest.
$2 Ton on Print Paper.
of Maderistas near Santa Ysabel. The
name will be proposed for the
D. C, May 29. By 37
Washington,
The committee asked that House last train over the bridge was fired upa"
sasi
27
the
to
"".am
Senate
today agreed to an
V.Z
on
no
Bill No. 228 be
one
was
but
to the cominjured. The MaNew York, despite recent illness,
to the metal tariff revision
mittee on judiciary. This was done. deristas in that section appear to have will make the speech placing Colonel amendment
,
so as t0
al ,he Canadian red.
The committee on judiciary report- no organization.
They are persons Roosevelt in nomination.
. if
f
:,i
j ,.
ed on the following measures: Senate living in that part of the state who
Southern Delegates Will Stick.
$2 per ton on print paper.
Bill No. 26, recalled from the House, explain their espousal of the governWashington, D. C. May 29. Talk of
that it be returned to the House with- ment's cause by the statement that defictions
among southern delegates!
out further amendments; House Sub- it is useless for them to continue in
pledged or instructed for Mr. Taft was
stitute for House Bill No. 75, an ex- their efforts to 1J1UUULC U1UPS with ,.ovlv.J
UNARLE
tn,l V h.,f 11. T.,ff
l!,f..l
emption tax law, be not passed; House the revolution m progress. Most of .Hvisnr,
t i,iiQQ
Joint Memorial No. 7, by Vargas, rela- the mines in that district will be closed
gates would stick to him to the end.
tive to the Pueblo Indians, be passed; by the end of this week.
"Nothing But Death."
House Bill No. 203, be passed as
No Change in Field.
It was positively stated that the
amended.
In the field there has been no ma
PrpRiripnt'a nnmo wmiM
The committee on printing reported terial change in operations the rebels tQ tne convention no matter what
hap.
Bamobilization
their
at
favorably the House Joint Resolution continuing
pened and that this would bear out State
Department Expects
for the printing of 100 copies of legis- chimba, and the federals the repair the statements he made months
ago
of bridges north of Jimenez.
to Spread
Insurrection
lative pocket manuals in Spanish.
that "nothing but death" would keep
Bills on Third Reading.
Decline Responsibility.
him out of the fight. Mr. Taft is inRapidly
Action on the Holt Good Roads bills
It is suggested that the populace terested now particularly in the platon motion of Holt postponed to might become so incensed as to take form, it is said, and in the selection of
the next legislative session.
revenge on Americans and that in a man to present his name to the con- MARINES
GUANTANAMO BAY
House Bill No. 110, by Young, pro- some cases the authorities might be vention. Work has been done on a tento
unable
which
in
furnish
for
restraint
the
viding
capping of abandoned
tative platform by special Senators,
oil and gas wells, was slightly amend- case the declaration is made that rev- but it was said today not to be comNegro Leader Declared Governolutionary authorities will not consid- pleted.
ed and passed 24 to 0.
ment Has Deprived Negroes
Senate Joint Resolution No. 13, pro- er themselves responsible.
Many Called on President.
Buford Makes Port.
of Rights.
viding for a commission of three senNo general conference of the PresiSan Diego, Calif., May ' 29. The
ators, three representatives, Goverdent's supporters was scheduled for tonor McDonald and Secretary of State transport Buford arrived from the day, but several called, including At- ( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
Lucero to select a great seal for the West coast of Mexico today with 373 torney General Wickersham.
Senator
Washington, D. C, May 29. Doubt
Of this number Crane of Massachusetts and
state of New Mexico, was passed 24 refugees aboard.
Secretary was expressed here today that the Cuforty-onlanded
will
be
here. There MacVeagh. The President had a long ban
to 0.
would have 9,000
government
Senate Bill No. 93, by Burns, to i:i only one case of Bickness aboard, an conference with his secretary, Mr.
and volunteers in Oriente provtroops
amend Section 41G4 of Compiled Laws American from Mazatlan. He is suf- Hilles, and Senator Crane but no off- ince within the next few days. It is
of 1897, providing for the printing of fering from typhoid fever, but conval- icial announcement followed.
admitted here the movement is beassessment rolls, was passed 24 to 0. escent.
Up to National Committee.
coming worse in Orient with the pos- Senate Bill No. 84, by Sulzer, to
Washington, D. C, May 29. Friends airtilitv that ftnmo nf itlBlirrctinn mftV
Federal Court.
of President Taft admitted today that
amend Chapter 40 of Laws of 1907,
,n 0(her provillees.
Federal Judge William H. Pope much now depended on, the Republt burgt 0,n agai
and Section 4137 of the Compiled
More
No
made
can national committee.
Warships to Cuba.
They were
Laws of 1897, permitting the sale of has approved the composition
It is said at the state department
native wines without license, on prem- by the Hunter Mercantile Company confident, they said, that the commit
that, there is now no intention of in- ises where made, including distilleries of Farmington, San Juan county, tee would be for Taft.
to
cents
with
creasing the American naval force in
a
of
its creditors,
End
pay sixty
Bitter Flnht
and breweries, was taken, up. Barth
The receiver will be
far Cuban waters. If it becomes needful
Washington, D. C, May 29,-- So
moved to strike out the
word on the dollar.
to snd some of the vesse 8 now 81
"brandy." Sulzer defended the act as discharged shortly and the company as direct appeal to the voters of the- Kev West t0 Cuban ports, such an
is
will
RooseColonel
resume
business.
concerned,
country
In the interests of the New Mexfco
complete victory in New Jersey tuition of this government will not
Barth said in San Juan
winegrowers.
to a close tne most bitter be communicated to President uomea.
has
brought
in
defiance
is
there
a distillery
county
in
X
which
that the United
BABY
IN
IS
DROWNED
fight
X;
Roosevelt, President The notification
of the sentiment of the majority of
X Taft and Senator LaFollette, have been States intended to rendezvous a sec- CISTERN.
TULAROSA
the people and that he thought it ough
X! almost constantly engaged the
last ond squadron at Key West as a pre- Tularosa, N. M., May 29.
to be. put out of business. Sulzer acin the yard. X three months.
was
Baby
playing
cautionary measure for the protection
cepted the amendment.
South Dakota Last Primary.
Creeping to the rim of the cis- X
ol Ameriean and foreign lives in Cuba
House.
tern which had been left un- Xj Senator LaFollette will speak in should that government be unable to
Representative Clancy contributed
South Dakota before the primary June do so. is deemed sufficient.
covered, the little one saw anto the House humor by Introducing a
other little baby. It was really
4, dui otnerwise tne campaign in thati
Bay.
resolution, under suspension of the
state and the state conventions ofj Marines Land at Guantanamo
the reflection of baby in the
May 29. The UnitCaimera,
Cuba,
rules, as follows:
one
not
at
Arizona
and
Ohio, will
water, but
year baby had
engage the ec" States marines who arrived here
Whereas, our esteemed fellow memof
not learned
reflections. Baby
,1 yesterday on board the Prairie, landed
.
ber, the Honorable M. P. 'Manzanares
Concern over tL
date
wished to play with the other
BW
has gone to Las Vegas (so he said)
New Jersey kept the national head-- , today at Dper Point'
little baby. When mother went
8
for the purpose of making an investto the cistern to draw a pail of
!
quarters of the candidates in Washing- - between Cuba regu,i"'to t30pe
have occurred
ment In the real estate market, but
TniB reported
ton open until an early hour today. In
water she saw the baby in the
have been
Whereas, rumor is persistent that he X cistern. But it was her own
practically all states where direct pri- - ,n tnia vicinity. The losses between
has really gone for the purpose of X little one who had fallen into
The trains
maries were held for the election of insignificant.
scanning the matrimonial market and X the open cistern because it was
national candidates with the exception Guantanimo, and Santiago, are rJn-o- f
of paying court at the shrine of Dan X lonely and wished to play. It
Massachusetts, Colonel Roosevelt nin8 but the telegraph wires are still
Cupid; therefore.
won pronounced victories over Presl- - down.
X was the child of Mr. and Mrs.
Be it resolved, That this House Is in X Asa Chalk, of La Luz, X. M.,
dent Taft. This fact has been In each
Havana, May 29. General Evarlsto
entire sympathy with the effort of the X and there is sorrow in the
case advanced by his campaign man- -' Estenoz, one of the rebel leaders In
gentleman from Guadalupe to obtain X Chalk home because of the ac- agers as increasing evidence of the the province of Oriente in interview
X cldent.
I
(Continued From Page Four.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
(Continued on Page 8.)
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(By Special Leased 'Wire to New Mexlca.i)
Newark, N. J., May 29. Colonel
Roosevelt on the Republican side and
Governor Wilson on the Democratic
were overwhelmingly winners in yesterday's primaries in New Jersey, according to the nearly complete returns
this morning. Later returns from the
New Jersey primaries swelled the
preferential plurality given Roosevelt
tr probably 15,000,'although the third
and sixth congressional districts were
i'i doubt.
Indications, however, are
that Colonel Roosevelt has carried
them both, giving him a clean'sweep
"!' the state and all the twenty-eigh- t
delegates to the Chicago convention.
Some Districts Voted 10 to 1 for
Colonel.
The result exceeded the expectations of the most enthusiastic calculations of the most enthusiastic Roosevelt leaders. In some precincts Colonel Roosevelt received ten votes to
every one cast for the President.
Wilson Triumph Little Less Complete
Governor Wilson's triumph on the
Democratic side was only a trifle less
complete than that, of Roosevelt. The
governor lost four delegates out of
the twenty-eight- ,
and these four were
elected
from Essex
the
county,
machine-wherstronghold of the
he had had no hopes of win-- !
"ing.
The final resti't stands:
Wilson
twenty-loudelegates:
uninstructed
four delegates.
The Wilson vote, ats
compared with that of the opposition
was a staggering blow to the amis,
being in a ratio of aho it six to one.
Some districts went for the governor
as high as twenty to 1.
n

r

Taft Strongest in Farming Districts.
The President had small pluarities

in four of the

the state.

twenty-on-

e

counties of
his greatest

He showed
the farming districts. In
one of the factory towns where he
spoke yesterday just before the opening of the polls, ne was beaten forty
to one. The La Follette vote was a
neglible factor.
Light Vote.
The vote in neatly a!l parts of the
state, was exceedingly light, several
counties casting less than half of the
total registration at the last general
election. The polls did not close until
9 o'clock last night and as a result the
vote was very late in being counted.
New Jersey a Roosevelt Stronghold.
Early today Borden D. Whiting,
chairman of the Roosevelt state committee in New York City, made the
following statement:
"New Jersey has come through handsomely. The men who make up the
rank and file or the Republican party,
and who carried the state by 80,000 at
the end of RooseveSt's administration,
have shown that they are still loyal
to their old leader. They hail with
delight his return to the command of
the Republican party and will give
him 80,000 again in Xlvember. Roosevelt has unhorsed the old machine
leaders and will now turn the party
back to its first principles."
The New Jersey primary is the last
but one (South Dakota) to be held before the political conventions.

strength

in

CAPTAIN ROSTRON PRESENTED
WITH LOVING CUP.
Rescuer of Titanic Survivors Is
ed With Honors on Return
to Port.

Load-

(By Speclnl Leased Wire to New Mexican!
New York, N. Y., May 29. Captain
Arthur H. Rostron, commander of the
Cunard Liner Carpathia, the ship that
sped to the rescue of the passengers
of the sinking Titanic, was today presented with a handsome silver loving
cup by a committee of Titanic survivors, who boarded the liner on her arrival here today. Gold, silver and
bronze medals, together with
a
f: anted set of engrossed resolutions,
were presented to the officer and entire crew, which had been mustered
in the saloon. This was the first return of the Carpathia to this port
since she brought back her cargo of
survivors four days after the tragedy.
CLARK SENTIMENT PRE- VADES ARIZONA PRIMARY.
Democratic Factions
That
Charge
Republicans Are Voting
Ticket.
By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Phoenix, Ariz., May 29. Early votpresidential
ing in the Democratic
preference primary today was fairly
heavy throughout the state. Clark
much
was
sentiment apparently
stronger than that for Wilson and the
managers of the Missourian's
were confident of winning the
entire state delegation to Baltimore
The Harmon vote was
convention.
negligible. In the absence of a statewide primary for preference between
Roosevelt and Taft, both factions of
the Democrats made charges that the
other side was using both Republican
and Socialist votes.
cam-paig- n

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Speaker it. L. Baca presided when
Los Angeles, Calif., May 29. Bert 'the House convened this forenoon.
H. Franklin's story of the alleged cor- The
reading of the journal was dis
ruption of the McNamara jurors was pensed with.
continued today at the resumption of
Chairman Llewellyn of the steering
the trial of his former employer, Clar- and
judiciary committees reported faence S. Darrow, for the alleged bribvorably the following House bills: No.
of
N.
Lockwood. Acrim- loll, 22::, 210,
ery
George
259,
2:;i, 47 and
onious clashes between opposing coun2f.2, and Senate Substitute for House
sel have occurred several times daily Bill No. 2.
since the introduction of evidence beNew Bills.
gan and before adjournment yesterday
The following bills were introduc ed
Judge Huttou again cautioned the
House Bill No. 2US, by Speaker
jurors to disregard anything said durfor state records or
ing the outbreaks by attorneys on both Baca, providing
municipalities.
sides.
House Bill No. 209, by Speaker
Deposit Slip Identified.
It was announced when court con- Baca, an act giving the V. S. governvened that adjournment at noon would ment the right to conduct fish hatchbe until Friday morning, owing to the eries.
House Bill No. 27o, by Llewellyn,
funeral this afternoon nf a member of
of the
Attorney Appel's family, and for the providing for the
additional reason that tomorrow is a state with V. S. experiment stations
The deposit slip for $ 1,000 in irrigation investigations.
holiday.
which Franklin said was given him b
House Bill No. 271, by M. C. de
Darrow, the bank book of the witness Bica, providing for the supervision of
and a check lor $500 drawn by him, irrigation construction and for the
were identified by Franklin and ad- appointment
of construction
engi-- !
mitted into evidence. Continuing his neers.
story of the alleged bribery of Juror
House Bill No. 272, by Manzanares,
Bain, Franklin said he called upon to amend Section 32, Chapter 22 of the
Haiti, and repeated the proposition he :i:!rd legislative assembly.
'
had previously made to Mrs. Baiu.
House Bi'l No. 27.';, by Llewellyn
Paid Bain $400.
for Hie Steering
an act
"Bain told me," said Franklin, "that to regulate the business of abstract-- !
he had but little money. He finally it'shim
agreed to the deal and 1
House Bill No. 274. by Sanchez, an
?100 cash."
act. to provide for lue payment of i
The next day Franklin reported his license by sewing machine peddlers.
success to Darrow, he said. Franklin's
House Bill No. 27.), by Sanchez, an
appearance on the stand had been act to amend Sections 2(!S0, 20S2 and
looked forward to with great interest 4145 of the
Compiled Laws of 1897,.
for months, and his testimony yesterHouse Bill No. 27fi, by Rogers'; Jo
day contained his first public utter give lanuiaras Hens
against tenants
ance, tending to connect Darrow with for
money advanced.
crime of which Franklin himself had
House Joint Resolution No. "(i, by
already pleaded guilty. Koi- weeks
after his arrest, Franklin stated re- Speaker Baca, providing for conpeatedly in interviews that Darrow struction of dykes, etc., against
Joint Resolution No. 31, by
knew nothing of the bribery of Bain
and Lockwood, and that he would un- Carter and Smith, providing for the
der no circumstances ever take tne submission of a constitutional amend- stand against Darrow. He reiterated ment providing for the initiative and
these declarations even after he was referendum.
said to have appeared
the
before
Bills on Final Passage.
House Bill No. 2::t, by Chrisman. a
grand jury which subsequently returned indictments against the lawyer. It j fence law, was on motion of Mullens,
gradually became known, howevir. recommitted io Chrisman for an
that the state would rely largely upon amendment to make the measure sat- his testimony in the effort to convict istactory to the majority.
Darrow, and he has been looked upon
House Bill No. 2::0, by Kvans, proas the star witness for the prosecu- viding for
plate glass insurance, and
tion.
hail storms, cyclones and
j against
Franklin Due for Grilling.
lightning, caused much merriment, be-- j
The defense has made no secret of cause the bill in title and text
proviwhat it would attempt to do in the ded for insurance
"against plate glass"
of Franklin in its as well as
agaihst cyclones. The bill
endeavor to break down his story was reconsidered
after it had passed
Franklin has admitted that he expect- 3:; to 2 and was corrected
by Burg,
ed a
the
by
grilling
Kvans seemed to consider this a per-- i
for
but
the
prodefense,
attorneys
sotial affront and relieved himself vig- fessed to be ready for it. It was believed unlikely that Franklin would oiou:y of his feelings. Incidentally,
he said that the lower Pecos Valley
leave the stand for several days.
suffers much from wind and
hail
Othe Jurors Were "Approached."
storms doing much damage to crops
Franklin was expected to continue and this bHl is designed to insurance
this morning his story of the alleged against such calamities. The bill fibribery of Juror Robert F. Bain, which nally passed 40 to 2, Catron and
was narrated in part at yesterday afvoting no, and Rogers being externoon's session. From this it was cused from
voting.
direct
examination
his
that
expected
House Bill No. 245, by M. C. tie
would take him to the alleged attempt
to bribe George N. Lockwood and pos- Baca, an act directing county comsibly other jurors. In his opening ad- missioners to keen bridges and an.
dress, to the jury last Friday, District proaches thereto in good condition
Attorney Fredericks stated that he until replaced by a new bridge, was
would show proof that other than passed without debate by 41 to 0.
House Bill No. 24)1, by Cordova,
these jurors had been "approached" by
members of the McNamara defense.
providing that county commissioners
shall create as nwny road districts as
Trial Continued
there are precincts in a county was
Los Angeles. Calif., May 29. Bert
referred to the steering committee.
former
chief detective
H. Franklin,
House Bill No. 248, by Llewellyn
for the McNamara defense, entered and
Moreno, providing for convict lainto the details of the alleged bribery bor on
the public roads under direco George N. Lockwood by himself, at
of the governor and the warden
tion
Clartoday's session of the trial of
of the penitentiary, and allowing good
ence S. Darrow on the indictment
time for faithful work on the road,
FrankLockwood's
bribery.
charging
was passed 38 to 2.
lin was still unijer direct examination
House Bi'l No. 103, by Sanchez, to
until
when the trial was continued
establish the Coronado State Industri- Friday morning.
The prosecution sought through the a' School at Wagon Mound, that place
witness to connect Darrow with the to provide a suitable plot of ground,
alleged corruption of Lockwood, but and appropriating $30,000 was taken
high school b lild-- i
Franklin repeatedly testified that he up. The
could remember no specific conversa- ing at Wagon Mound is designated as
tions with Darrow concerning
jthe Coronado State Industrial School.
Sanchez made an eloquent plea for
manual training and domestic science,
He explained that the land and bui!d-- !
FOR PURCHASE OF WORK
ON SIN AND INGRATITUDE. ing given by Wagon Mound are worth
j $20,000.
M. C. de Baca opposed the
Mrs. Warner of Los Angeles Thus Cut bill for the present and declared that
New Mexico has too many institutions
Off Daughter From $250,-00- 0
and not sufficient money to support
Estate.
them. However, he favored as man
(By Special lpar,ea Wire to New Mexican) educational institutions as possible
Los Angeles, Calif. May 29. "To but not at the sacrifice cf the tax
my daughter, Edith Alice Ogilby
payers. "If we had the means, I
Drase, living in the Champs would favor the school. If the other
$5. with House agrees to all cf our appropriaElysee, Paris, I bequeath
which she must purchase the work ot tions, the slate of New Mexico will be
a reliable author on the wages of sin bankrupt."
Blanchard said that if New Mexico
and ingratitude."
in has any money to spend It should be
The above paragraph contained
and it seems strange
the will of Mrs. Louise E. Warner on for
file today, revealed that the once that a House that appropriates money
prominent Los Angeles woman was for chairs of ornitho'ogy should object
never reconciled, to her daughter, who to an industrial school.
went abroad to live. Her other two
Burg declared that it will tax the
and Clarine state to its utmost to maintain de- daughters, Elizabeth
Maud, received the hulk of the es(Continued on Page Five.)
tate, estimated at $250,000.
:
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

'ITIE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA PE, N. M.
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THE BLUE AND THE GRAY.
the How of the inland river
Whence the tleets of iron have fled,
Where blades of grave-grasquiver,
Asleep are the ranks of the dead
Under the sod and the dew,
Waiting the judgment uay;
Under the laurel the Blue,
Under the willow the Gray.

jHost is Temoved from the building,
The conditions under which the pic
tures are to be shown differ from
those of the popular playhouses. The

By

i

s

i

churches must be sufficiently lighted
so as to make all objects visible from
the platform.
The sexes are to be
segregated.

h Your Backache
and Rheumatism
WITH

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
your strength. Weakens your endurance.
Shot By His Mother.
These in the rollings of glory
Charles McDonald, who was acciHampers you in your work.
Besides that, it means
Those in the gloom of deteai,
dentally shot by a pistol in the hands
All in the battle-bloothing wrong with your
of his mother at Clovis. is reuorted
gory,
kidneys; a weakness, an
in the gloom of eternity meet.
doing well and unless some eomplica- inflammation,
a breakinc
Under the sod and the dew,
tion sets in will recover. Mrs. Mc-- :
down, may be, of the kidney
Waiting the judgment day;
Donald declares that she seized th-tissues. Foley Kidney PilU
Under the laurel the Blue,
is the true answer. They
pistol with the intent of suicide, and
Under the Willow the Gray.
will Help you QUICKLY,
that the lad interfered, and in the
strengthen and heal your
struggle which ensued in some way
Kianeys, regulate the action
From the silence of sorrowful hours
the pistol was discharged,
the ball
Of VflUr hlnHHr anA Hriwn
The desolate mourners go,
effect
in
lad's
It
the
out Backache and Rheumatism.
taking
thigh.
They
Lovingly laden with flowers,
seems to be a rather complicated at win maxe a strong, well man of you.
Alike for the friend and the foe
fair.
no naDit lormin" times, ity them.
Under the sod and the dew,
For sale by all druggists.
Waiting the judgment day;
Broke
Home.
Up
Sculptor's
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Under the roses the Blue,
A Chicago justice shattered
the dilla were arraigned at Las Vegas on
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS Under the lilacs the Gray.
dream of love of Mrs. Julia Mellineti, the charge of drunkenness, and sen
a widow, who, until three months ago, tenced to 10 days on the city chain
So, with an equal splendor,
conducted a rooming house in Denver, gang. Charles Murdock was brought
The morning
fall
by ordering her to obtain work and before the court charged with having
With a touch impartially tender
TW.n.
been drunk and disorderly.
cam tvi rtnnv tn hrinir Yiai hoi.V
He was
On the blossoms blooming for all
ver, that the home of Charles Planna. released on the payment of the costs.
IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND1
Under the sod and the dew,
a sculptor, might not be broken up. Murdock claimed to be a special rep
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES
ARE NEW
the
a
of
New Mexico newsna
Waiting
Mrs. Mellinett was given until June resentative
judgment day;
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT
RUSTY
Bordered with gold the Blue
27 to leave Chicago for Denver, Plan- - per and gave as an excuse for being
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
Mellowed with gold the Gray.
pa, the sculptor, whom she followed drunk, the information that all newsMIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
men
had
the
of
off
habit
a
from
or
paper
was
few
Denver,
days ago.
falling
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
So, when summer ealleth
dered to return home to his wife and of the water wagon at regular periods.
On forest and field of grain,
John
was
'to resume his dabbling in mud."
Ryan
brought before Justice
.ALFaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, jarden 4 field seeds in bulk and
Wood-Davi- s
of the Peace D. R. Murray for being
packages With an equal murmur falleth
The cooling drip of the rai- ndrunk and was released on the payIt Pays to Advertise.
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Under the sod and the dew
The only exclusive
Phone 14
It pays to advertise. This is one ment of the costs. Francisco Damis,
house in Santa Fe
with
a
Waiting the judgment day;
was
of the issues on which the Modern charged
givcarrying gun,
Wet with the rain the Blue,
Woodmen of America will not compro- en a suspension fine of $100 and re
Wet with the rain the Gray.
mise. Head Clerk Hawes in a com leased after paying the costs.
Phone Black
munication to the nearly 16,000 camps
Phone Black
of the society urges unon them adver
Sadly, but not with upbraiding,
Floods on the San Juan.
The generous deed was done
tising in the local newspapers whenAlthough the flood waters, caused
In the storm of the years that are fad ever they have on hand a campaign
f : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
from the melting snows in the San
for new members, an entertainment, Juan range will continue for at least
ing,
Xo braver battle was won
or any other enterprise, that is to be two weeks more, no serious
Dawson Coal
damage is
Under the sod and the dew
to public attention. He rec looked for. The Silverton branch
(brought
nf
EI Toro
Sawed Wood
Waiting the judgment day
ommends tne local newspapers as tne the Denver and Rio Grande suffered
Under the blossoms the Blue
best possible advertising medium for a washout
yesterday, but traffic was
Under the garlands the Grav.
the local camp. Roswell News.
delayed only a few hours. The nnlv
Delivered to your house. Patronize home
fatality thus far known occurred at
industry. Leave orders at
So more shall the war-crsever.
Train Runs Into Washout.
Junction
Pagosa
ten
when
a
yesterday
KAUNE
CO.'S
&
STORE.
PHONE 26.
Or the winding rivers he red!
Brakeman Burke and his fireman, year old Mexican boy was drowned in
They banish out anger for ever
in the engine of a northbound Santa the San Juan river. The hnriv lino nnt
When they laurel the graves of our Fe freight train, were seriously, but been recovered. The
rail situation on
dead,
not fatally hurt, yesterday when the the Denver line continues to be serious
the
Under
sod and the dew,
All Kinds of Building Materials.
f'.eight struck a washout half a mile in the San Juan and Navajo canons
Waiting the judgment day
north of Selden station and the loco- east of here. Railroad officials have
Love and tears for the Blue,
Fence
Doors, Red
motive and six cars piled up in the large crews at work protecting the
Tears and love for the Grav
waters of the Rio G'ande. The south- - roadbed and the bridges tn maintain
Kard J33 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
The Rio
bound passenger train was held until! traffic.
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
the arrival of the morning train from track, which was washed out between
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
will tie uoiores and Rico for a distance of
The passengers
El Paso.
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
AROUND THE STATE
miles two weeks ago, will
transferred over a temporary embank- twenty-fivPolicies at Lowest Rates.
ment of sacks and and mail and bag- not be restored between this city and
Telluride
for
at
least
a
month.
gage transferred if possible.
Fined $100 for Women's Drinks.
It costs Charles Fisher $100 to give
MRS.
P. J. DUGAN
Roads on Forest Reserves.
two women two drinks in his saloon
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
DIED YESTERDAY AFTERNOON.
The insistent demand for more
at Frederick, Colorado on a Sunday.
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
, roads within forest reserves in ColoWord
has
been
received here of the
For Full Information Call,
raao ana otner western states win ue
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
Shot Himself Through the Heart.
to the agricul- death in Gallup of Mrs. P. J. Dugan,
Roy Vanatta shot himself through met by an amendment
wife of the city marshall of that place
the heart at his home at Denver. 'His tural appropriation bill, which sets at 4
o'clock yesterday afternoon of
TO
10
reserve
of
the
forest
aside
cent
per
body was found lying upon the floor
heart
failure. Mrs. Dugan is survived
of
for
fiscal
the
year
present
of his room, in which he had locked earnings
that purpose. The item is certain of by her husband. Mrs. Dugan is surhimself.
Mrs. Harry
adoption, as the Honse and Senate vived by her husband.
It F. Lee, sister of Mrs. Dugan, left Sanconferees have agreed on it.
a"d ,nconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Inspectors Convene.
AVF
M01VFV
ta Fe yesterday evening and will be
means that approximately
$200,000
T
The district inspectors of the Unit
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travewill be devoted at once to road build- absent in Gallup for some weeks. Fued States bureau of animal inrtiisTrv
ler's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
the amount being apportioned neral arrangements have not yet been
for Arizona and New ..exico are in ing,
to the returns of each re- made.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
conference with Dr. Marion Imes, in according
serve in grazing fees, timber sites and
U.
CANADA, MEXICO
SAME
spector in charge, at the Albuqueroue permits. The total
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
Indian
Industrial
School, Santa Fe,
appropriation is
offices of the bureau.
The meeting t be
New Mexico, May 25, 1912.
YOUR BUSINESS, REJHHAtBER
$400,000.
A RUBBER STAMP
will probably last about three davs.
INFORMAL
PROPOSALS
FOR
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
ADOBE SCHOOL PLANTS at Cochiti
Oculists and Christian Science,
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
Raton Girl Weds in Kansas City.
and Santa Clara Indian pueblos, and
11- or
Whether
not
life
an
the
of
A message was received from Kan
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE
installation of water and sewer sys
TIME,
hoy has been endangered by
sas City announcing the marriage of year-oltems
same
for
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
to
addressed
places,
Miss Gertrude Remsberg, daughter of the refusal of the father to consult the
undersigned, will be received at
C F. Remsbere a nrominent mprcli. an oculist and have the boy properly
the office of the Santa Fe Indian
ant of Raton, who is in Santa Fe to- fitted with glasses, occupied the at school until 2 o'clock. June
8th. for
tention of a judge, jury, numerous
day to Mr. Sweeney of Kansas City.
Christian Scientists and furnishing the material and labor for
lawyers,
One-liinches kna
Stamp, not over 2
i$c
members of the medical profession in the erection of one adobe schoolhousei
Woman Shoots Boy.
cacn
with
teachers
on
additional
line
Coohiti
at
.
a
quarters,
Denver court The boy. Jacob Boh- lOc
stamp
Thomas Campbell, 16, son of A. C.
One-liSuccessor to
on the first row of seats im- and two outbuildings at same nlace
over 2
and not over 3
Stamp,
inches
20c
lone
Campbell of Denver, was shot through man, sat
one
also
schoolhouse and one cottage
Each additional line on stamp
the thigh of the left leg by Mrs. mediately back of the spectators' rail for
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
ie
teacher's quarters at Santa Clara
One-liCharles Pierce,, wife of Charles H. and unconcernedly swung nis legs el:
over
3
not
and
stamp,
over
5
strict
in
accordance
with
inches
the
2Sc
while a physician on the witness stand
long....
Pierce, a lawyer, after 10 o'clock last
FIRST-CLAS- S
Each additional line on same stamp
and specifications, which may
declared that indigestion,
20c
insomnia, plans
night. The boy ran to his home sevbe examined at the office of the San
One-liStamp, over 5 Inches long per inch
eral blocks away. He is in a serious nervousness, lack of mental growth ta Fe Indian school.
ife
Certified check
and St. Vitus Dance were frequently
Also First-Clas- s
fcach additional line, same price. (Curved lines
condition from the loss of blood.
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
a result of defective eyesight, allowed for three per cent of the amount of
on Stamp count as two lines).
proposal should accompany bids.
to go without proper attention.
Phone Main 139
310 San Fracisco St.
Peanut Kills Child.
For furth r information apply to
Borders
of
all
shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
A child of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
the superintendent of the Santa Fe
SANTA FE, N. M.
Just Like Them.
sizes at proportionate prices. Where tvne used is
Larger
two years of age. was choked
Indian
Santa
N.
M.
School,
Fe,
The Democratic state convention at
over one-ha- lf
to death at Rocky Ford, Colorado, by
inch in ize. we charm for one line far
H. F. COGGESHALL.
a peanut which lodged in its throat. Clovis passed a resolsiti
one-ha- lf
or
inch
fraction.
Superintendent
The parents, after making desperate the establishment of a national bureau
HACK
or neaith, as contemplated
the
efforts to dislodge the peanut, started
by
DATES, ETC.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
to drive with the child from home. Owen bill, now before the national
Prom
Local Dater any town and date, for -2 inch
ww-La Salle
miles south of the city, to a doc
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
BARRANCA.
17,1
T, aw t0 Cmpe'
TAOSJ two
Dater
8ubmit
Ledger
1
-3
and
l"8
month,
in
inch
office
in
day
tor's
year
irce,of
50c
Rocky Ford. The child
iuc. urejvcs io tne aorn nant mert ca
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South died before they
EXPRESS LINE.
reached this city.
Keguiar Line Dater month, day and year,
35c
treatment known as Allophathic. The
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
Regular Line Dater month, day and year.
Democratic state convention
would
25c
inch....
Would
Have
a
Used
Gun.
Red 161.
Defiance Model Band Dater
doubtless have endorsed a national reTwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
53
Quivering with emotion and shak ligious belief,
one to Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
Regular Meals 25 cents.
compelling
the north bound train and arrive at
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut.. .. .!
every
with rage, Miss Cathrine McEn-ery- , attend a state
ing
1.50
church, or a natinnnl
Rooms for. Pent 25c and 50c
Taos at 7 p. m.
rcan wnecK frotector
-- n
who is suing I. M. Ackerman, a newspaper
bureau, which would force
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other weathy diamond merchant and
us
to
bond
SELF-INKIN- G
read
but
one
line
of
nothing
STAMP PADS.
way. Good cove re a- hacks and good broker at Pueblo, Colorado, for $5,000
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.1)0
ideas, if anyone present had wanted
I
1
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
4,
2 x 3 3--4. 25 cts ! 2
to have been sus- it to. Some "political doctors" have
Sets;
damages,
alleged
Trench Noodle Order JOc. a dlsn,
furnished commercal men to take In tained
2
35 cts $ 3
when attacked by Ackerman shamefully imposed on the New Mexiew York Chop Suey 60c.
60 cts? 4 2
7 -2 75 cts
the surrounding to'ina. Wire Rnbudo one
year ago, brought the proceedings co Democratic state convention, with
Aiicwors.
Pad
25
Stamp
cts
Ink,
in the district court to a climax when ridiculous effect. Aztec Democrat,
per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS.
she said she would have killed the defendant at the time if she had secured
Las Vegas Growing Lively.
a gun'.
Guadalupe Montoya and Ramon Pa- -

Quality and Large Variety of

the

i

" Soltaire " floods.

IN TER

Always the leader

GROCERY

WHOLESALE

AND

C

RETAIL

sun-ray- s

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Hardware Co.

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

Iola

Why Import Mineral Water ?

45

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

Screen

and White Cedar

y

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES,

Posts

Grande-Souther-

rSSJ"

n

1

e

REAL ESTATE

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
All

Parts of the World.

Rubber Stamps.

Jl

tSL

"Sl

S,

W. C. LONG, Agt.,

Santa Fe,

N. M.

d

PRICE LIST.

THE STAR BARN

ne

1- -2

ne

1- -2

ne

1- -2

1- -2

RIGS.

LIVERY

ne

J. R. CREATH,

Freid-enbur-

LINE

WOODY'S

Restaurant

1-

TO

1-

tech....

1- -4

1- -8

Phone

-

JULIUS MURALTER

t.i
U.t
,

3--

x4

-4,

1--

,,",A,,M"S-

1-

The Tailor

Government

Plan.

s
Superintendent Burrall of the
planting station and his assistant, A. E. Moss are about the busiest
Gal-lina-

Rooms With Bath

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To Be Completed July

1st, 1912.

people on the Pecos Forest. Thev
are engaged in transplanting manv
thousand
young pines, firs
and
spruces from the nursery into the
Pecos forest about the head of the
Tecolote and on the other side of the
Lag Vegas range at the head of El
Toro creek. A considerable force of
men is emp'oyed in this work which
will occupy a month.
Moving Pictures in Catholic Churches.
Denver priests refuse to take cognizance of the report from Rome that
sanction of moving picture shows in
churches has gone out from the Vati
can. They say that they will wait until official announcement is received
before any dispensation for the popular "movies" will be made. According
to press dispatches received here the
Vatican has granted permission to the
churches In this country to show pictures in any church after the Sacred

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure doaf- ness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
is the result, and unless the .nflama-f'.ocan be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, wnich is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY, ft CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists. 7Ec
Take Hall's
Pills for consti
pation.
n

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken.for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horso power end one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, drst clai
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pass ;J upon
by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a f,0 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these items will be gold cheap
if taken at once. If imer.jate-.ad- Cress the New Mevictu Printiig Con
pany, sant re. Ae,v Mexico
Commencement
Proarama
Thi
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement program
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and designs. Samoles will be mailed unon
reauest to any one Interested. Make
l

your selections early.

J. F. RHOADS
UPHOLSTERING

and repairino- - of your
FURNITURE
It costs but little to renew
Furniture. See RHOADS your
and
let him show you what he can do.
104 Galisteo Street
Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE.N.M.

If you use embossed station
can do no better than nlacinir vnnr nr.
der with the New Mexican Printing
prices win ne quoted upon request.
Our styles and forms are triitiT nn ''
to data.

t

TliS SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE, X.
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Why Have "Wervcs?"

MEMORIAL DAY EXERCISES
TOMORROW AFTERNOON.

This is the reason why women have " nerves." When thoughts begin to grew
Program as Published in the New
cloudy and uncertain, impulses lag and the warnings of pain and distress are sent
Mexican on Monday Will Be
like flying messages throughout limbs and frame, straightway, nine times in ten, a
Adhered to.
woman will lay the cause of the trouble to some defect at the point where she fir.,'
Santa Fe having the only national
felt it. Is it a headache, a backache, a sensation of irritability or twitching and
uncontrollable nervousness, something must be wrcng with the head or back, a cemetery in the Southwest has always
woman naturally says, but all the tim ihe real trouble very often centers in the observed Memorial day with solemnwomanly organs. In nine cases out of ten the seat of the difficulty is here, and a ity. Tomorrow will be no exception
woman should take rational treatment for its cure. The local disorder and inflamand all those ha,ving flowers with
mation of the delicate special organs of the sex should be treated steadily and
which to deck the graves of the vetsystematically.
erans in the various cemeteries and
Dr. Fierce, during a long period of practice, found that a prescription made
from medicinal extracts of native roots.without the use of alcohol, relieved over 90 especially in the National cemetery,
should bring them to the G. A. R.
per cent, of such cases. After using this remedy for many years in his private practice he put it up in form of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, that would make it hall by ten o'clock tomorrow forenoon.
The parade to the National cemetery
easily procurable, and it can be had at any store where medicines are handled.
will move promptly at 3 o'clock toMrs. L11.A Ji. Hawkins, of Zens, Va., writes: " I had boon failing in hoalth morrow
afternoon.
Major Fred Mul-le- r
for two years most of tho. timo was not able to attend to my household duties.
is the marshal of the day. GovernFemale woah'ness was my trouble anil I was getting very bad lint, thanks to Doctor
Pierce's medicines. I am well and strong again. I took only three bottles of ' Favor- or McDonald will make the Memorial
ite Prescription,' and used the 'Lotion Tablets.' I have nothing but praise for
day address in English and Historian
Doctor Pierce's wonderful medicines."
B. M. Read in Spanish.
The benedicTAKE DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS FOR UVER ILLS.
tion will he by Rev. B. Z. MeCollough,
the preliminary
ritual address by
fudge .lohn R. McFie, the prayer by
Chaplain Jacob 'Weltmer, the Gettysburg address by J. A. Miller and the
'l decoration of the monument
s
by General E. F. Hohart. All public offices
and banks will be closed tomorrow.
i

MINES AND MINING
Grant County.

The Granite Gap Mining company
held its stockholders meeting in El
Paso last week, and
its officers and directors, C. B. Stevens being president and J. F. Wowling, manager. A deal is on to consolidate
with the world's Fair
Company,

which owns some valuable claims in
the same district. The Granite Gap
mines are but a few yards from the
celebrated Borderland route, and the
company has got the auto bug from
the frequently passing motors, and
contemplates putting on auto trucks,
to haul its ore to the railroad. The
company expects to resume woTk on
its properties in the near future.
Sierra County.
A party residing at Hillsboro is exhibiting some very nice specimens of
lead and zinc ore recently uncovered
on the South Percha near the Gray
Several loads of ore
Eagle group.
from the Squirrel Group of calims at
Hillsboro
Kingston passed through
last Saturday en route to El Paso for
treatment. The passage of this ore
reminds one of the good old days
'when the Kingston mines were shipping ore regularly and there was
From present indicamoney galore.
tions Kingston may soon again become
a regular shipper of ore. William F.
Hall who was recently appointed receiver of the Statehood Mines company, by Judge Meiritt C. Mechem,
las filed a surety company bond and
receiver's oath and fully qualified for
lis duties. A. M. Gillespie, Cashier
of the Sierra County Bank, was at
the same time appointed
'Referee.
It Is the intention of all parties interested to get all claims against the
company in the hands of the referee
as soon as possible in order that he
way pass on same and thereby enable the receiver to know the proper
amount of receiver's certificates to
issue.
It is expected to pay all accounts in full and the receiver be

t

lieves that he should have no trouble
in floating a sufficient number of certificates to do this owing to the large
intrinsic value of the property he represents. Sierra County Advocate.
Theodore Asselhofen came to town
Monday and reported that the New
York Leasing Company had shut down
and that Manager B. K. Morse had
gone east. It is stated that the ghost
failed to walk when pay day came
around last week. The face of tho
new tunnel is said to be within forty
feet of the expected ore body. James
Drummond is finishing the Moonlight
assessment. It is rumored that the
Vanadium Mines company at Cutter
will open up again in the near future.
Sierra Free Press.
San Juan County.
The party that Assessor Arch McCoy took out to plat the coal lands
south of the San Juan river returned
with complete information.
Henry
Robertson, as coal expert, found some-thinlike 900 square miles of coal
land with coal cropping from the surface. He estimates that the coal 011
an average is 30 feet thick over this
area. Reduced to figures this means
that there are a total of 18,143,6S0,00fl
tons of fine coal, after allowing a
waste of 35 per cent for erosion, etc.
At a market value of $1.50 at the mine
this represents a value to the coal
company holding it of $27,21 S,".20.onO.
The taxes on this land at $12.50 per
acre would bring about $23,000 into
the county treasury. If the state equalization board stands by Assessor Mcvaluation
Coy, San Juan county's
will go over the $2,000,000 mark. San
Juan County Democrat.
Penal System Obsolete The Iowa
penal system is archaic and inadequate, according to the report of the
prison commission appoint by Governor Carroll a year ago. Prison farms
or penal colnies are recommended.
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CENTENARY CELEBRATION
OF LORETTO ACADEMY,

SENATE NOW

5

Fe

PHOGRA

The following is the program

A CORRUPT

PRACTICES

Colo.

Luncheon to Clergy, Ioretto.
3:00 Solemn Benediction of the
Piessed Sacrament. Iiretto Chaiiel.
7:30 Original Drama, "Growing of
Loretto
by pupils
Lady Loretto,"
Auditorium.
Wednesday, June 12, 1912.
)::;n Solemn high Mass for bene--t
actors, Cathedral, Celebrant, Rt. Rev.
Mgr. A. Fourchegu.
Sermon in Spanish, Rev. C. Balland.
12:00
Luncheon to Clergy, Loretto.
Loretto
2:30 Entertainment in
Auditorium by Juniors and Minims.
Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament in Loretto Chanel.
7:30 Graduating Exercises in
Auditorium.
Address by Hon. O. N. Marron.
Thursday, June 13, 1912.
Solemn
Requiem Mass for Mother
'
Fraiuisea and other deceased members of the community.
Luncheon to Clergy.
': 3ii Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament in Loretto Chapel.
Noon

Bills.

o

k's Carnival

CLOSING EXERCISES

OF

U. S. INDIAN

oratorical contest in connection
with the closing exercises
of
the
United States Indian Scohol will be
held In the chapel at the school at 8
o'clock Friday evening. There will be
seven contestants, and the program
An

1.

01

1912.

will include

some good music by the
girls' and boys' choruses. There will
be three judges to decide the contest,
and a gold medal will be awarded to
the best speaker; a silver medal will
be given as the second prize. The
public Is cordially invited to attend
the exercises. Two conveyances will
be in readiness at 7:i!0 at the Plaza
to take any out to the school who
have no other way to go, returning to
the city after the exercise sure over.
The following program will be ren-

dered:

j

(Bv Special Leasee TTire to New MexTean)
Malta, May 29. A conference which
probably will decide Great Britain's
future policy in the Mediterranean

opened here today. Among those participating are Premier Asquith and
Winston Spencer Churchill, first lord
of the admiralty, Viscount Kitchener,
and General Sir Iran Hamilton, com-- ,
liiander-ichief on the Mediterranean
and inspector
general of oversea
forces.
Alliance.
Proposed
The conference is a direct result of
the recent action of the admiralty in
reducing the Mediterranean licet and
concentrating the vessels taking frnnv
it in the North sea, which was the
in
cause of the keenest discussion
England and France and has led to
the suggestion that the existing entente between (hose two countries
should be replaced by an alliance.
Discuss Italy's Activity in Aegean,
The nnestion of strengthening the
British garrisons in Egypt and other
nlaces on the route to India and the
Mctivitv of the Italian fleet near the
islands of the Aegean sea, with its ef-feet on the British position, also, will.
be discussed.
Anglo-Frenc-

Free!

Dancing
Every Evening

44

j

THE CAPITAL TAILORS

FIVE HUNDRED MILLERS
MEET IN KANSAS CITY.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City, Mo., May 29. To lift
the Hour industry, "out of the slough
of despond in which it has dropped in

E FACTS !

the last few years and give it the
place among the industries which, by
the
reason of the capital invested,
brains employed and the effort expended, it should by right occupy'' is the'
purpose of the conference of the Millers National Federation, which began
a three days' session here today, as
outlined by A. .1. Hunt of Wichita,
president, in his opening address.
Nearly 500 millers from all parts of
the country are attending the meeting
which will' close with a day's tour of
inspection over Kansas wheat fields.
WILBUR WRIGHT IS
REPORTED UNIMPROVED.

"

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Dayton, Ohio, May 29. Wilbur
Wright is about the same but it seems
there is little chance for him said Dr.
D. B.
Conklin today. Last night
Wilbur's temperature from the typhoid
that is threatening his life, hovered
about 104 degrees, and early today
there was little improvement.

i7"

THE DOCTOR'S WIFE

A

HOME of
CLAIMS to

trained nurse says: "In the prac

tice of

I

my profession
so many points in favor of

have found
Grape-Nut- s

food that I unhesitatingly recommend
it lo all my patients.
"It is delicate and pleasing to the
palate (an essential in food for the;
sick) and can be adapted to all ages,!
being softened with milk or cream for
babies or the aged when dendency
of teeth renders mastication imposs'-- j
ble. For fever patients or those on
and alliquid diet I find Grape-Nut- s
and re
bumin water very nourishing
freshing. This recipe is my own idea
and is made as follows: Soak a
of Grape-Nut- s
in a glass of
water for an hour, strain and serve
with the beaten white of an egg and
a f.pconful of fruit juice or flavoring.
This affords a great deal of nourish-men- t
that even the weakest stomach
can assimilate without any distress.
' My husband is a physician and he
himself and orders it
uses Grape-Nut- s
many times for his patients.
I
"Personally
regard a dish of
Crape-Nutwith fresh or stewed fruit
as the ideal breakfast for anyone
well or sick." Name given by Postum
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
In any case of stomach trouble, nervous prostration or brain fag, a 10
will work
days trial of Grape-Nut- s
wonders toward nourishing and rebuilding, and in this way ending the
trouble. "There's a reason," and trial
proves.
Look in pkgs. for the famous little
book, "The Road to Wellville."
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human

School
bong. "Sunrise,'- Recitation.
"Mary Elizabeth,"
Aurelia Porter
Recitation.
"The Two Glasses," ..
Vitalia Trujillo
Chorus. "Joy, Joy, Freedom Today,"
.'
Girls
Recitation.
"An Analogy,"
Milomino Jaramillo
Chorus. (a) "The Scarecrow,"
(b) "Grandaddy Longlegs.". . .Boys
Recitation
"The Robbers,"
Onofre Pancho
Recitation.
"The Tramp,"
Francisco Cruz
Girls
Chorus. "Night in Seville,"
Recitation.
"The Three Homes," . .
Felipe Cata
Recitation.
"The Goose Tale,"
Narazita Banavita
School
Song. "Hearing,"
interest.
Awarding of Prizes.

''""

Getting right down to

Agrees With Him About Food.

Good

" FACTS,"
Shoes

give its

AIMS

patrons

this
and

better Shoe

Values and better all around SHOE SATISFACTION

than can be obtained elsewhere.

May we make

ogod this statement?

1

TER PROOF
Take our Men's Shoes, high or low cut, at $3.00,
$3.50, $4.00 and $5.00, note the quality of
the leather, the perfect shoemaking, the
exclusive styles.
Consider any value we offer in Footwear, and
you'll find that you'll have trouble to dupli- - g
cate it elsewhere.

s

Admission

4-11--

The strongest argu
ment in favor was
that they know how
to make a suit of
clothes, and make,
every inch of it right
in the city, leave
their money here,
and therefore should
be patronized.

BRITISH SEA LORDS
GATHER IN CONFERENCE.
Malta Meeting Resulted From Reduction of English Fleet in Mediter- ranean.

RESOLUTION Ho.

THIS IS AN ACT making
it a misdemeanor to wear
a suit of clothes that has
not been made at the
Capital Tailors.

12-0-

SCHOOL.

Oratorical Contest Will be Feature of
Evening's Program Friday
Evening.

'and

8
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Passes Unanimously

Sermon, Rev. Win. O'Ryan, Denver,

House Yesterday in a Few Hours
Passed Twenty Two

Etc., Etc.

31

mm

t

for

Tuesday, June 11,
9:00 Procession to Cathedral.
9:30 Pontifical Mass of ThanksACT
.
giving, Celebrant, .Most Rev. .1. 13. Pita-val-

out-rus- h

and Fair

utmmm mmme

celebration of the SisRepublican Majority Will Put the Centenary
ters of Ijoretto, which has been issued
Consistent
Through
from the New Mexican press in neat
and attractive form:
Legislation
1912.

!

Menagerie,

iinn

mam

1

Paddle Wheels,
Keno Games.

June

if

j

Horse Races,

Armory, May 29, 30,

I

at Santa
Commencement Address by
O. N. Marron.

Will Be Solmenly Observed

The House yesterday in a few hours
bills and that
disposed of twenty-twThe rest of
without much trouble.
the calendar will probably he finalb
passed on before adjournment is taken today to Friday.
House Bill No. 205, by Burg, an act
tr exempt from taxation benevolent
and fraternal orders and lodges, pasHISTORICAL SOCIETY PUBLIC
sed 39 to 0.
MEETING LAST EVENING.
House Bill No. 206, by Speaker Baca,
an act to provide for the number and
The public meeting of the New Mex- salaries of the officers ond privates of
ico Historical Society was held last the Mounted Police, was passed ;',1 to
evening in the hall of representatives 7.
a; the Capitol and was well attended
the irules.
Under suspension of
by those interested in the work of the House Bill No. 261, by Speaker Baca.
society. R. E. Twitcholl was to have the new Corporation Commission bill,
delivered his lecture on the Francis- which was drafted to comply with Gov-- ;
can Martyrs but was unexpectedly ernor McDonald's wishes, was taken
called away.
up, slightly amended and passed 41
The principal address of the even- to 0.
By unanimous consent, the Sanchez
ing was delivered by B. M. Read, the
Mr. Industrial School bill, referred to tho
local attorney and historian.
Read pointed out the many mistakes Steering Committee, was permitted to)
pre-of well known historians when deal- remain on the calendar without,
judice.
of
Southwest.
the
with
the
story
ing
House Bill No. 209, by Smith, t.ij
He spoke in an interesting manner
and at length displaying many origi- amend Section 229S, Compiled Laws
to show 1897, requiring that hereafter locanal books and documents
shall be rehow and wher the historians had tors of mining claims
to sink a discovery shaft upon
quired
erred.
mining claims to a depth of at lea it
Representative Antonio D. Vargas, 8 feet, and not less than 4x feet, was
of Ojo Caliente, covered the Mexican passed 39 to 0.
period of the history of New Mexico
House Bill No. 211, by Llewellyn, an
in a new and vivid way. Mr. Vargas act amending section 16, chapter 117,
is the descendant of the conquistador Laws 1909, relative to incorporation
and remembers many of the unwrit- of municipalities, was passed 41 to
0.
ten traditions of the period.
Professor Walter Norton, of the
House Bill Xo. 215, by M. E. Baca,
Santa Fe Business College, spoke in to amend section 29, of the School
a breezy, sketchy way of the recent Laws of 1907, permitting children in
South Sea history. Professor Norton attend school in other school districts
was the first white child born in New than that in which they live, was pas
Zealand and has lived in the house of sed 41 to 0.
House Bill N'o. 216, by Gurule, by
in Samoa.
Robert Louis. Stevenson
His address was enjoyed by everyone. request, an act to amend sections 4
and 5 of chapter 42 of the Laws ofi
of commu-- j
1S97, for the government
STRUCK OIL GUSHER AT
CROSS HILL, COLORADO. nity grants, was passed 40 to 0.
House Bill No. 221, by .1. C. del
relative to community ditches,
Baca,
to
Leased
Wire
X"w
Sneclal
Mexican)
(By
Steamboat Springs, Colo., May 29. was passed after minor amendment by
It is reported that oil has been 42 to 1.
House Bill No. 225, by ISurg, an
struck at Cross Hill, near here, and
that the flow from the well is filling act to amend section 27, of chapter
the basin in front of the derrick. Ef- 57, acts of 1907, to forbid court stenographers from practicing law and preforts are being made to stop the
scribing fees for stenographers, was
until valves can be established.
passed 37 to 4.
The House adjourned to 10 a. m.
Wednesday.
Senate.
Just after the New Mexican went
to press, the governor's message on
prizefighting was read and was referred to the committee on judiciary
instead of taking the usual course to
the committee on executive communications.
House Bill No. i the Bica Bond
bill, was reported enrolled and enin
full.
grossed and read
Barth
moved to have the record show that
the bill was read in full. Holt object
ed because the bill is too important.
Clark raised the point that there was
no quorum present.
The roll was
canea snowing lourteen members, a
quorum, present.
By unanimous consent, tho committee on county and municipal corporations, introduced and reported a substitute for Senate Bill No. 95, an act
to issue
authorizing municipalities
a
bonds for purchasing or constructing
water supply works.
By unanimous
consent, Crampton
introduced Senate Bill No. 185, a
stringent corrupt practices act.
The Senate then adjourned to three
o'clock in the afternoon.
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The iSwitzerland of America.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily In the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXI CAN REVIEW.
y"aKes Specialty of Mining, Political
and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-Treasure-

:

FIRST

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO

r.

.......

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all. markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange andf makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal ' terms: as are given ty any
agency, public or private; Liberal advances made on
s4gnmentsef- - livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

1
$3.50

THE VALLEY RANCH,

100

'

2 00
..

BANK

NATIONAL

,i

OF SANTA FE

Entered as Second Clas8 Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
Daily, per week - by carrier..... .25 WeekiT sIx ffonthg
75
.
Oaily, per month, by carrier
eekly- - er year
65
Daily, per montn. by mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter.
Ualtov per .year, by mail

MAY 29, 1912.

VALLEY RANCH, N.jM.

.50

;

cause high prices
the
throughout
;
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
United States,. but that these have
. The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico
It' is sent to brought to some extent much higher
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation wages and salaries to the American
people than are paid in Europe. Posamong the intelligent and, progressive people of the Southwest
sibly, with Champ Clark in the White
House, American wages and American
(union r
prices would soon occupy the same
level as in Spain.

jas declared today that the Spanish
government had not received any
news, either official or unofficial, in
regard to the latest report of the attack on Fez.
He added, however,
that then
the latest information
which had
been received by the government indicated that the situation in the Mor-riscapital appeared to be grave.
h

6.85; bulk of sales $7.40 7.50. '
Market
Sheep
Receipts 18,000.
weak to 10c lower. Native $3.65
6.40; western $4. 006.50; yearlings
$5.207.40; lambs, native $4.009.00.
western $5.50g9.25.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., May 29. Cattle
Receipts 5,000 including 1,500 south
erns. Market steady to 10c lower. Na

MANUFACTURES IN NEW MEXICO A CONSISTENT LEGISLATIVE PROtive steers $6.50,9.30; southern steers
Albuquerque is discussing the propo- Massacre Not Mentioned in
Dispatch.
GRAM.
sition of adding a children's room to
A week ago the New Mexican reA
29.
wireless dispatch $5.008.50; southern cows and heifParis, May
The Senate has started on a consist its public library. Santa Fe added
ers $3.50(S6.5O; native cows and heif
viewed a census bulletin which show
from General Lyautey, the French
ers $3.508..r)0; stockers and feeders
ent legislative program that should such a room a year ago, but it must be resident
at
which was
Fez,
governor
ed that this state in the past ten years meet with
$4.757.10; bulls $4.757.00; calves
approval from the Republi-- ! remembered that the public library is sent from that
at
7:30
o'clock
last
city
has made a higher per cent of gains can majority of the House and also managed by the Woman's Board of
western steers $6.259.00
$5.508.50;
evening, did not mention anything western cows $4.00.
in agriculture than any other state by Governor McDonald, for it em-- i Trade. What might happen to some about a massacre of
but
Euroj2ans,
Market
Hogs
in the Union, and gave the figures to bodies the recommendations made in New Mexico state institutions if indicated
Receipts 10,000.
that a fresh attack by the 5 to
10c lower. Bulk of sales $7.2o
to get on
ja woman happened
prove it. Today, a census bulletin nis message.
was
Moors
probable.
Tae corrupt practices act introduced the
too
board
is
17.50; heavy $7.457.55; packers and
managing
lust out. shows that in manufactures,
to contemplate,
is awful
and
butchers $7.35(g 7.55; lights $7.15
the)
New Mexico has not made such yesterday by Senator Crampton
of such a progressive revolu- - j TEXAS DEMOCRATS SIDE
7.40; pigs $o.2i 6.50.
siriiles forward and that loeislation very stringent and leaves no
holes for ballot thieves.
STEP RECALL QUESTION.
tion is what is holding the House bill
Marke
Sheep
Receipts 6,000.
exempting new industries from taxa-j 15 to 25c
The direct primary act introduced to give women representation on
higher. Muttons $4.006.25;
tion and encouraging them otherwise,
Senator is very complete, boards of institutions having women Governor Woodrow Wilson I In- - lambs $6.50g7.10; range wethers and
is good legislation In the number 0fjDytnesame
adanted to New Mexico conditions and inmates or pupils, tightly in the comdorsed in Crusade Against Spe
yearlings $4.30(5 6.50; range ewes $3.25
New
manufacturing establishments,
well thought out. It should be put mittee on state affairs of the Senate. '
cial Privilege.
(is
5.50; Texas goats $3.003.75.
,
NevMexico stands
only
on the statute books.
ada, Wyoming and Arizona having
The county high school hill of
It might be said that the three lone (By Special Leased Wire to New Mfixlcan)
In the number of
fewer factories.
Crampton was passed yesterday in Progressive Republicans of the legisHouston, Texas, May 29. With but
,
wage earners employed, it is
the Senate and fits into the legislative lative House, like the stone that the cratic presidential convention today
South Dakota being forty-sixtprogram of which the Republican party builders rejected, have become the crati cpresidential convention
today
North Da- may be
Wyoming
cornerstone of the House majority enacted the platform presented by its
proud.
MA30NI.
forty-nintt
Nevada
and
kota
The general appropriation bill has coalition.
Montezuma
resolutions committee. This platform
Lodgi
while Aiizona is
been introduced and the mark of econNo. 1. A.. F. & A. M
initiadeclared
the
injecting
against
In the value of products it is next to omy is impressed upon every item.
THREE BILLS ARE SIGNED.
comtnun,
tive and referendum and recall into
Regular
The Baca Bond Bill now before Govlast, Wyoming, being last. In other
cation first Monda;
avoided
and
the
campaign
presidential
words, out of 268,491 manufacturing ernor McDonald, takes care of a
of each month a'
(Continued from page one.)
political discussion on free raw maestablishments in the United States, duty imposed by the constitution and
a
Masonic - Hall
the
terials.
It
reaffirms
national
plat
New Mexico has only 313; out of the enabling act for the refunding of more
7.30.
congenial support during the re- form adopted at Denver, declares for
6,C15,04G
wage earners, New Mexico the bonded indebtedness.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
mainder of this term, and
"tariff revision in the interest of the
The four good roads bills of Senahas only 4,143; of $20,672,052,000
Be it further resolved, That it is masses of the people," endorsed the CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secreta.-y- .
worth of manufactured products. New tor Ho!, are part of this program, the earnest hope of our members that
nomination of presidential candidates
Mexico produces
$7,S98,00(I which will put the Republican party all of his future cupidities may be very
only
Sania Fe Chapter N
by the direct primary, election of Senin
as
clear
the
are
as
numfar
its pledges
The past five years, the
1. R. A. M.
worth.
small.
Regula
vote
and
income
an
ators
direct
by
e con
ber of New Mexico's wage earners concerned.
convocation
On motion of Campbell the resoluThe
is
tax.
plan
monetary
It is true, the House too, has passed tion was referred to the
has increased only 19.1 per cent, the
Monday of eacb mont
steering com- condemned.
at Masonic Hall a
value of products has increased only many meritorious measures, but thev mittee.
Governor Woodrow Wilson is de
they are fragmen7:30 p. m.
3S.4 per cent and the value added by lack
House Bill No. 235, by Hillon, to ap clared to be the "foremost exponent
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
f
manufacture was only 33.6 per cent, tary, it is not practical to construct a
$1400 for the permanent
tne
that
jpropriate
thought
privilege
domjnant
pro-H.
all below the general average for ttoe consistent party or legislative
provement of the Rio Grand(!i WM tak. must be driven from power and the
"T
ARTHUR SELIGMAK. Secretary.
United States.
en
under suspension
rules.
of
the
L
rule of the peop e established.
no doubt
"...
House concurring
in A
fe-New Mexico has onlv eiehtv-twpetition. from San Antonio, Socorro
Resolutions were adopted favoring
the Senate program, since the Senate
t
f
Santa Fe Commander
in its manufacturing
males employ
an interstate canal waterway improve
rfnk.'"g. .
KTn 1
V Tl
prog,ram has the merit of giving the
t ...
industries, as against almost 300,000 people what they want and fulflUfnq LhT
to
find
for injuries
ment
!
reparation
Mod
conclavB
fourth
place. Casados opposed the bill, Texas citizens
i'i such states as New York or 22,000 the Republican platform pledges.
injuvd by bullets fired
in each uonth e
to
seems
day
the
that
assembly
declaring
New
Mexico
Carolina.
in North
has
across the border at El Paso.
iiavc ltDuiTcu iiocii iiiiu a. le&i&ia tin c
persons under sixteen
only sixty-siE i,ii.)iV
A COWBOY DETECTIVE.
,
p. TO.
to
of
The
is
money
appropriations.
years at work in its mills, shops, facW. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
be spent to build a levee at San An- - GRAIN AND PROVISION
A story out of the
demonordinary,
etc..
tories, printing offices,
PRICES SAGGED LOWER. W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
tonio. The bill passed 35 to 2.
strating that a child 'abor law while a autobiography told with artless art,
New
Bills.
is
of
"A
that
Cowboy Detective," by
wise piece of legislation, is not yet a
Santa Fe - Lodge c
The following bills were introduced: Wheat Crop Conditi&ns Unimproved,
New Mexico has Charles A. Siringo of Santa Fe, who
crying necessity.
No.
Perfection
14U
1,
House
No.
Bill
to
amend
Considered
but
277,
Evans,
Sufficiently
not a single establishment whose in a five hundred page narrative tells
degree. Ancient and At
section
23, chapter 57, Laws of. 1907,'
Discounted.
true
more
tales
are
that
thrilling relative to
product exceeds a million dollars a
cepted Scottish Rite o
preparation of the record
year, while Arizona has nine such. than any wild western fiction and for appeal to the supreme court.
Free Masonry meets or
Wire to Now UTexjc.m)
Leased
Special
(By
New Mexico manufacturing establish- yet are not clothed in lurid superlaHouse Bill No. 278, by Speaker Baca,:
Chicago, 111., May 29. Free selling the third Monday of each monti
ments use 15,465 horsepower, and as tives. The book is dedicated to Attor- a general appropriation bill.
0f wheat today overcame an advance at 7:30 o'clock In the evening is
A.
B.
Renehan
is
and
illustrated
the unused water power of the state ney
A meeting of the special committee due to lack of rain in Kansas and Ne-t- o Masonic Hall, south
si do of Plan
is estimated to be 500,000 horsepower, with a score of half tone cuts. The narconsider
the
artesian
well bills was braska. There was a disposition here Visiting Pcitish Rite Masons ar cor
i
is readily seen that it could run rative covers 20 years of detective called for 3 p. m.
t0 consider the drought and heat in dially Invited to attend.
some of the cases in which SirA meeting of the ways and means
S. G. CAJtTWRIGHT, 32.
thirty times as many shops, mills, fac- life,
tne West having been B:l(ficientiy dis.
an
hav
ingo
played
important part
tories and printing offices as the state
nas oeen canea ior
:3U
coiuinmee
Venerable Master
counted
for
the
present.
Opening
been
of national fame and impor-- 1 0.clock tnis
has today. Of the power used in New ing
eveningHENRY 5. STEPHENS, 82
to
were
prices
higher. July .
are pro- lauce, uuiauiy me urcnara case in
Mexico, 11,781 horsepower
4cretary.
to 111
started at 111
the same
duced by steam, 3C3 by gas engines Idaho. New Mexico was the field of SAN DIEGO
JUDGE
REFUSED
from
as
last
the
market
night
change
more
than
and 74 by water. There are 4.5S6 Siringo's operations upon
'
8. P. O. E.
TO ISSUE COMPLAINT, taken altogether.
A decline
to
one occasion, and there is an account,
electric motors in use.
Santa
Fa Lodge
No
110
followed.
of "Frenzied Finance" operations in
The printing business leads in New
60, B. P. O. E. holdi
a
case at Kelly; a Attorneys for Industrials Will Now
had
a
Roswell;
tone.
weak
mining
Closing figures
Its regular session ot
Mexico with ninety-threestablishTell Story to Attorney
horseback ride from Grand
a net decline
(with July at 110
the second and fourtl
ments. Lumber comes next wflh
General.
j
of
Junction, Colorado, to Alma, Socorv
of mci
Wednesday
seventy-siplants then bakeries with ro county; "Kid" Curry's wild crowd
Corn.
month. Visiting broth
thirty-tw(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcanl
plants, flour mills sixteen, in New
on the trail of train
Corn
Mexico;
at the outset showed some
ers are inviteo ' ant
ftnn nip
raiif
brick works thirteen, carshops elevrobbers in New Mexico; a meeting W.
welcome.
R. Guy of the superior court, re- - rmnss but the market later react-fuseen, ice plants ten. But in the value with
c
d with wheat.
FRANK T. BLANDY,
Billy the Kid and members of
July opened
of products and number of employes,
today to order the Issuance of a
f f?
his gang; tramping as a Hobo In New comnlaint. aeninst Thief of Pnlieo T higher at 74
touched 7575
Exalted Ruler.
railroad shops lead with 1,489 emthe
of Ancheta at k. Wilson, charged by Attorneys Fred and tnen sagged to 75
Mexico;
M.
shooting
P.
A.
LIENAtr,
ployes producing $2,251,000 a year; Santa FeS; life as a
Tne close was weak,
member of the H. Moore and Marcus W. Robbins rep- net lower
Secretary.
lumber mills come next with 1,475
New Mexico
and other resenting many Industrial Workers of for Ju'y at 751-8- .
producing $2,162,000, and print- subheads that whitecaps;
al-take
,
the author from the World, with complicity in the
Oats,
Santa Fe C a m
ing offices third with 283 employes the
moonshiners in Kentucky and leged abduction of their stenographer,
Oats dragged lower, influenced by
13514, M. W. A.
and annual product of $589,000. Flour
even West Virginia to the CoeurjW. S. Rawlins.
the course of other grains. July
fleets second Tuei
mills are fourth with annual product
started at a shade off to
day each month, so
up
Judge Refused Action.
of $462,000; then bakeries with pro dAlene strike riots in Idaho. The
clal meeting tLl
and fel1 back to 50c even.
duct of ,272,000, ice with $144,000 sidelights he throws on political conWhen District Attorney Utley de- - at 50
ditions in Santa Fe when Ancheta cMneri to take action
at FireProvisions.
Tuesday
mrainRt Chief
and brick and tile works with $123,-00was shot, are overdrawn, many will,wils0n
man's Hall. Visit
Heavy receipts at the yards pulled
Attorneys Moore and Robbins
insist, and others will accuse
the took the matter up with the court'. down
Initial
sales lug neighbdrs welcome.
provisions.
In other words, New Mexico is laA. G. WHITTIEE, Coatul
author of bias and of too great frank- - j Judge Guy, however, declined to act, ranged from a shade to 7
down
mentably backward in manufacturing, ness,
the point of view is his and saying that he thought it was a mat- - with September options 18.50 for CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
yet,
only one out of every eighty of its as
to 10.40
great a man as Theodore Roose- - ter for the consideration of the grand pork; 10.80 for lard 10.37
people has employment in its manu- velt uses the pronoun "I" with
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA,
for ribs.
regu jury.
facturing industries, and it behooves lar frequency.
Lodge No. 259. Holds its
The story is hardly
Will Tell Industrials Sory.
the legislature to place legislation on one to
be commended
for Sunday
resular
armeeting on the first
FiTTS!
Attorneys Moore and Robbins
statute books that instead of hamper- school
Tnui-sdaliterature and yet, among old ranged for a meeting with Attorney
of each month at
VJjfitSy
ing and restricting capital and enter- timers, it will awaken
vsats
Fireman's hall at 7:30 D. m,
many remin- General Webb today. They planned
prise, will encourage them to build iscences and more than one
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
person to tell him of their failure to obtain
Closing Quotations.
railroads and industrial plant3 to give will
the thinly veiled allusions any official action against Chief Wil- - New York, N. Y., May 29. Call come.
pierce
to
thousands of New or
employment
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
silver, 61; Mexican dol- distinguish the real name under son, and also to give him their ver- - money, 2
Mexico men who now go to other
DAVID GONZALES,
here. The lars, 48; copper, 16.25(3 16.62
the cognomers occasionally used by sion of the difficulties
tin,
states to work in beet fields, in sheep the
author although he refers by case of Mrs. Laura Payne Emerson 42.55(546.25; lead, 4.25; amalgamat- Secretary.
camps, in coal mines, and who main821-2- ;
and
with
to
others
to
ed
name
charged
like
conspiracy
Senator
130;
persons
right
sugar
106;
Atchison,
sim-p'tain their allegiance to the state
violate the city street speaking ordi- - Great Northern, 132
F. W. FARMER
B. Catron,
Thomas
New York
because they are attached to its
Homestead No
L. Bradford Prince and others still nance, Were called In the superior Central, 118
Northern
Pacific,
traditions, its people, its climate. If prominent i New Mexico.
court, and continued to June 7, be-- 120; Southern Pacific,
2879.
Union
the men working out of the state
cause of the crowded condition of the Pacific, 171
Brotherhood
stee!
of
69
steel
were to take their families with them
calendar.
American Veon
j)fd no 3.g
Bank clerks in Seville, Spain, earn
and to remain away permanently,
Meets First Frl
Lead and Spelter.
this state would lose greatly in popu- $12 a month; while laborers receive MASSACRE OF FRENCH
ot the month
St. Louis, Mo., May 29. Lead firm
day
r
thirty-sicents
fifty-foumotormen
a
in
taxables
in
and
day,
lation,
wealth.
GARRISON AT FEZ REPORTED, 4.12
at the - Fireman's
spelter strong 6.754
cents a day. Yet, a house with
Hall. H. Poremau,
bathroom and other modern improve Neither Paris nor Madrid Officials
Governor McDona'd has put himA. E. P. Robinson.
Grajn and provi8ion8
cannot
ments
had
be
for
less
than
but
lieve
Admit SituaStory
self on record as against prizefighting.
rhicaeo 111 mv
Cor. iuec. Fred F.
tion Is Grave.
The House has out itself on record $60 a month; electric light costs
Alarld.
110
May,
113;
ii
July,
Al
per kilowatt.
in favor of prizefighting under cer-- eighteen cents
Corn May, 80
July, 75
Bv Special Leased tVlre to New Sfexlerin)
domestic
servants
receive
though
only
No. 2, I. O. 0. F.
tain regulations.
Oats May, 53; July, 50.
$3.60 a moBth, clothing and other per
Paris, France, May 29. Neither the
ODD FELLOWS,
Pork July, 18.50.
The Senate has not yet expressed sonal effects
average higher in price French foreign office nor the newspaSanta Fe Lodge
Lard July, 10.62
itself but should have the courage otS than In the United States.
Butter pers have received any confirmation
meets ' regularly
Ribs July, 10.22
its convictions and declare itself as sells for sixty-thre- e
cents a pound; concerning the reported attack by
St. Louis, Mo., May 29. Wool mar- every Thursday, evening at 8 o'clocl
. unequivocally
as the governor and the cheese, fifty-fou- r
cents a pound; choc- Moorish tribesmen on Fez. It was reket steady; territory and western me-- in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothHouse have done.
a
olate, $1.19
pound;
fe
apples eight ported last night at Madrid that the riinma IfiAIOn. flnA tviatiiim.. lUffil'!. ers always welcome.
If the people had the say, the New cents a
pound; lard forty cents a rumor was current In the lobby of the fine 1015
Mexican knows what ihe verdict of pound;
ham $1.98 a pound; sugar Spanish Chamber Of Deputies that
Santa Fe Camp Na
the majority would be.
Chicago.
twenty-on- e
cents a pound; catsup 43 Fez had been stormed by the Moors
G673, R. N- A. meeti
Chicago, II!., May. 29 Cattle Re-If Theodore Roosevelt were in the cents a small bottle; and other gro--- --first Tuesday of eaco
Market steady to 10c
w.ulej,as wellneW
ceipts 20000
governor's chair and had the convic- ceries in proportion.
The high cost French resident governor,
as iower.
social meeting
month;
Texas
Beeves
$6.00
9.30;
tions expressed by isovernor McDon- of living problem is therefore a much Eugene Regnault, French minister to
third Tuesday nt Fire
steers $6.258.00; western steers
ald Jn his message, the New Mexican more strenuous one in Spain than it Morocco, and their
staffs, had been
man's Hall. Visiting
tSKmrao oo
2.i:fi onknows too, what would happen.
is in the United States, and its exis- massacred. Not the slightest cred
welcome.
Market
30,000.
Hogs
neighbors
Receipts
The prizefight promoters, by this tence there in such aggravated form ence is attached to this report in auth
NETTIE jVfPJKROy.
slow, generally 5c lower. Light $6.95
f
tlmo would he looking for a new to. demonstrates that it is not the tariff. oratlve circles here.
7.50; mixed $7.107.5B; heavy $7.10
Oracle
or the trusts or political policies that ' Madrid, May 29. Premier Canale
cation for their bout.
57.57
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
rough $7.10 7.30; pigs $5
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How About That Fire Insurance? ;
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Fraternal Societies
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FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think Aljout It!
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Then Act!
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THE PALACE

'

'

AND

ELS

,

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe,

im-'o-
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:

New Mexico.

New

Under the Same Managemen

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

j

x

INSURANCE FOR WOMEN!

i

i

j

-

;

You have some one dependent on you, haven't you ? Protect
them by insuring and making them your beneficiary.

ALSO PROTECT i'OURSELF! Insure against tbe tinie that old n(te is apt to overA
Policy will make you independent at the time, that othLet us explain this policy to you.
erwise, you would;be dependent.
GENERAL AGENTS
SANTA FE, N. M.
&

take you.

HALL

HALL

Coronado Restaurant

c

4

'

Short Orders run, Day

&

Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.

Regular Meals 25c

Hot & Cold Aaths.

V:

222 San Francisco Street

G.

Electric Lights
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The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand already bound, civil
and criminal dockets, especially :nade
up for the use of Justices of the
Peace. They have printed headlines
in either Spanish or English on good
paper, 'well bound with leather back
and cornersfi, with, canvass sides.
Full index in front an? a list of the
fees of the Justice of the Peace and
Constables printed in full on the firat
page. The pages are 1
These books ar mode up in civil and
criminal dockets separate of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, with 80
pages civil and 320 pages criminal,
civil or criminal $2.7f each. Combined civil and criminal $4.00. For
$.50 additional these books will
be
sent by mail or prepaid express. Cash
must accompnay order
State plainly
whether English or Spanish is want
ed.
6

riME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the tiaie table
the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
""'Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. H
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
of.

l

Returning, arrive Santa Fe at

12:11

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
1 westbound and No.
I eastbound.
'Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbounl and ;No. 4
eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
connect with No.

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con.
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No.
westbound.

Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11:30

p. m.

f
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
heretofore. ' Connection leaves Albuquerque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:iiw
a. m.
cut-of-

cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New , Mexican
Printing Company has both. 'and ai
the same time expert mechanics.
our
orders are always assured personal at
You

tention.

D. & R. G.

Ry.

Leaves 10:05 a. nr. for north. .:
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from nort4

-

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
when you can get them already printLeave 12:45 p. ai., connects 'with
ed at the New Mexican
Printing No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
;
.;
Company.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east. .
It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writing out your legal form
Engraved calling cards in the lat- when you can get them already print estvforms and style's can be secured
ed at the New Mexican Printin promptly at the New Mexican Printing Company., Let us have your plate.
Company.
You will always know where tn flrM
Let Him Know It If you are out of place your order with the New.Mex- a position, you must let the employer lean; Printing Company. No order
know it. A. want advertisement in the too- small or too laree to rervlvn
ness and professional man in the city promtpt attention.
and county and a great many In the
All.. leaal hlant.
state. . If you have any special tal... B. --picpurca according to the Statutes of New Mex- ent, do not hide It under a bushel.
.:

s

,

-

1-

Are You a Seller? An advertise
iucaicuu ranting Company.
ment In the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real esYou will never oo wrann in
tate on the tnerket effectively. .IfcjwiU toar Job printing come to theLin
New
put the facts of your propertv before Mexican rantinsr Cnmnonv
tm
the eyes of all posslbl buyi
kWttes are nnequaled ''tit th"Btatfc
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Sunny Side Da tty
UNITED STATES BANK

&

CAPITAL S5n,D00
Does a General Banking

.

,

Phone,
OCDCHMf.!

0O

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

-

W. E. GRIFFIN

-.

H.

Ast.

rir-iT!n-

209-W-

ed the appointment is one of the editors of the Michigan I'niversity Law
Review. Mr. Jlills, who formerly attended Yale I'niversity, is now fin-

n

.

I

Incorporated

MILLINERY

the balance

1903

e

...

$15.00

AXMINSTERS and VELVETS.

P.

BROS. COMPANY, j

O. Box, 219.

:

Phone 36.

:

SEUGMAN

SALE

GOODS

A
'A

A
A
A
A
A
A
M

WittdOW CurfaiinS, ScreetlS and POItieTeS.

-

ji

U! DERWEAR

tt

FURNITURE

We also have some Fine New Patterns of

SEUGiN

lift

A
A

The New Golden Oak

You Can Get,

BECAUSE IT IS REVERSIBLE

i

C MM

ADOLF

IN THE NEW COLORS AND PATTERNS

$25.00 Rug

JULIUS H. GERDES.

.

IVIUJLII1

GENUINE SCOTCH RUGS

A Rug That Will Outwear Any

ir

M

wo Rugs in One
I he Rugs it will pay you to buy

You Only

WASH DRESSES

THE GREAT

Hphose Different Rugs

That Will Cost

100 WAISTS

this month

-

SELIGIMN BROTHERS CO,

A Big9 AI ft 44US'A

IN-

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

STEPHENS, Cashier.
I
Cashier , .

1856.

argainsj
--

n

rr

tablished

acoDs

ishing his second year in the Michigan
law school and 'he
appointment,
which is for next year, is the highest
of all class honors. Las Vegas Optic.
Balking the goal
for an inof
Judge M. C. Mechoin of Socorro, was
stant dole of rise:
an arrival on the noon train. He is a
on sale at almost half price, slightly soiled and mussed, but
Stand to your work and be wise, cer- member of the
Republican state exectain of' sword and pen.
utive committee.
good styles and all sizes. Also big values in
Who are neither children
nor gods,
Colonel W. H. H. Llewellyn was abhut men in the world of. mea.
sent from his accustomed place in
125 Palace Ave.
'
Kipling.
legislative halls on account of illness?
ALL THIS WEEK.
...
. ....... r...... , ,
C D.- Shea, of the Denver and Rio
Henry Essiiiger left the city this Grande railroad, left the city this
serted that the President's acmr.l
for El 'Paso.
ternoon for Las Vegas.
strength at present was 574 delegate;,
Former Remiblican State Chairman'
w r M,.n.,i,i
n,
delegat.es-at-lai-gi
exHusive of
in
H. O. Bursum arrived this noon fromtl' this .,,'mnim,
v,L
yw.jo
or Texas. He was emphatic in
hocorro.
she" will be the gues of honor at a Ohio,
his prediction of a nomination for lh
John R. McFie, Jr., went to Albu- - dinner tonight at La Csa de Ramona.
President on the first ballot.
nuerqne yesterday to attend a fratern- - She will attend the cloing exercises;
Washington Headquarters Closed.
of the New Mexico Normal University, j
ity banquet.
The Washington headquarters of all
Miss Frances Thomas, a nurse of
the Republican candidates will c!os.'
Aztec, is in the city enroute for her,
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL BILL.
this week and managers and their asI
Home from Illinois.
sistants will restablish themselves in
C. F. Remsberg, a merchant of Rafrom
(Continued
page one.)
Chicago Monday for the opening of
ton, arrived in the city last evening
the battle before the national conven
and is stopping at the Palace.
eently the institutions it now has, tion. The Taft attorneys, former Sen-IS STILL ON AND THE STOCK HAS BEEN
C. M. Parsons, a railroad conductor some of which have as
many prol'es-a- t ator Dick, of Ohio and Fred C. Bryan'
REPLENISHED
Tucumcari, and a legislative rep- - sors as they have pupils. He dwelt ct Washington have coinnleted the:
lesentative, is spending a few days on the lamentably smaii attendance defense of all the cases where the
and here you get the best there is to be had any where. The
in Santa Fe.
ot the University
of New
Mexico, Roosevelt forces are contesting dele- display will tell you the story.
W. E. Kelly, the attorney of Kan- which it costs $ii0,nm a year to main- - gates. It is understood, all briefs and
sas City, Missouri, arrived in Santa tain? He deplored the reluctance of evidence will be liled with Secretary
Fe last evening and will transact le- New Mexico parents to send their Hayward in Chicago before tonight,
DRY
CO.
children to New Mexico educational Taft Men Support Root for Chairman.
gal business.
I he
attitude of the Taft managers
Judge A. J. Abbott is in the city on institutions. Burg told of mission and
here indicates that they will lend their
legal business from his ranch in the industrial schools main'ained by pri- full support to Chairman Harry S.
vate
that
Rito de los1 Frijoles
are
philanthropy
miles
begging
thirty,
To equip properly state New in the effort to seat Senator Root
for pupils.
west of Santa Fe.
as temporary chairman of the convenA. Staab is here today from Santa industrial school would require $5iin,.
tion. It is understood the Taft forces
Fe visiting his daughter, Mrs. Louis 000, but first we naist educate
the were not advised of
the selection of
to
and
the
of
Staab.
Julius
son,
parents
llfeld,
Judge
necessity
giving Senator Root until after the latter had
an
their children
industrial
school accepted Mr. News
Albuquerque Herald.
invitation, they
At the present to create have
Mrs. Prince went to Lamy this education.
seized what they believe to be
morning to meet her niece, Mrs. John a second or third rate industrial an opportunity to weld
together New
V. Howell, who is going through to school would be duplicating the work York's
delegates and other delegations
ol already existing schools.
California on a special train.
that will support the national commitDr. Thomas A. McCarthy is here to- Catron said he could not reconcile tee upon this issue.
day from Santa Fe attending the con- - the statements made b
Burg and
ABSOLUTELY THE LATEST AND IT IS A BEAUTY.
ference of animal industry chiefs.
Ring's action in favor of the normal DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
school at Clovis.
Albuquerque Herald.
DISREGARDED PRIMARY.!
B. bpitz, the merchant of Albuquer- Burg replied that a normal school
que and former member of the board furnishes a different kind of an educa- - Then Nearly Half of District of Co - H
or equanzauon, arrived in me city tton than an industrial schoollumbia Delegated Walked
that
last evening and is at the Palace.
Out of Hall.
nc appropriation has been made for
E. H. Sweet, deputy county clerk of Clovis; that the normal school needs
fl!y Spcta! I.csscfl Wire to New Mfxtc.inl
Socorro county, arrived in the city no ex?nsive equipment.
THE
from his home in Socorro yesterday
Washington. D. C, May 2!). The
Clancy raised a laugh when he
afternoon and registered at the Pal- - said: "What is the use of discussing' District of Columbia Democratic con-- '
acethe Clovis school? The Senate has vention split, today over selecting a
delegation to Baltimore and nearly j
Judge H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the knocked it on the head anyway."
half of the convention walked out. A1Santa Fe railroad, arrived in the cap- Tally asked Burg whether he knew
though the district primaries were!
ital yesterday afternoon from Tiis of any Spanish American children
held Monday, the central committee
in Las Vegas and is a guest at ing to Indian schools,
FIRE
INSURANCE
had failedVto count the votes or Issue
FIRE
the Palace.
Mullens said that although an auth- - certificates to
to
any
delegates
today's
F. h. Bixby, a member of the facul- on
the
bee
bees, that
economy
ority
convention. J. Fred Kelley. chairman
01 we
lexlc0 college ot Agn- - has not stung him at all: that like the nf th
,'
,v,
culture and Mechanic Arts, arrived Albuquerque State Fair an industri-- ' convention,n,i(t
to order
in the city yesterday afternoon and is a! school will he a
good investment.'
Police Could Not' Restore Order,
4
a guest a the Palace.
He re'ated the small beginnings of the
Walter Costello,
of
Alvan X. White, superintendent of New Mexico Military Institute and dil- - the committee and leader of the Clark
public instruction, and Mrs. White, ated on the great success it has at- - forces, called it to order, but the
lett the city last evening for Albu- - tained.
objecting forces protested against the!
A squad
.mterque to attend the commencement
Clancy scouied the report that the legality of the convention.
exercises at the University of New House majority organization
would of policemen endeavored to restore or- Mexico.
not vote for hills introduced by those der. but nothing was accomplished
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building-- Santa Fe, N. M.
Sheriff R. L. Roberts and Deputies
of the breast works. He afso tH t!l protesting delegates voluntarily
C Christman and Pat Shuyer, arrived aa
a former teacher, deplored the wo-- ,eft the hall. A poll of the convention
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
LIABILITY
in the city yesterday afternoon from ful lack of industrial education
Gallup with five prisoners from
lng.
New Mexico.
county, for the state penitenSmith said that from now on he is Second Convention Produced Ballots.
i ne
Montiary. They are stopping at the
ooiting delegates in another hall
opposed to all; appropriations except
tezuma.
for salaries. He lTod in Oklahoma orsanized a separate convention which
Kel-Wilson Mills, son of
when it was a territory and when it!?"18 prt'f,I,.ated1 f" by Chairman
and Mrs. William J. Mills, has receiv- a ataLc, (iiiu liic mat otaLt; irgia- man.
The ballot boxes of Monday's j
lature made so many appropriations
were produced by Mr. Kelley.
Many Fine Varieties 50c
primary
doz.
75c
in
some counties the tax rate is
that
The original convention was prepared
almost twenty cents on the dollar. to endorse
delegates for Champ Clark,
Pansy Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan-themum- s,
INERY BARGAINS The bill was passed 30 to 12.
while the second convention proposed
and other hardy perennials.
The steering committee reported to send an uninstructed
delegation to
Senate
Substitute for Baltimore.
favorably
!
C.
Senate Bill No. 41, to teach in the
415 Palace Avenue
Phone. Black 204.
::::
state schools, the effect of alcohol on RESULTS OF TODAY'S
the human system. A recess" was
BIG BASEBALL GAMES.
taken to 2 p. m.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
SOLD BEET SUGAR TEN
Association.
CENTS CHEAPER THAN CANE,
Columbus, O., May 29. Indianapolis- Columbus postponed, rain.
C. S. Morey on Stand in Government's
American.
Southeast of Plaza.
Suit to Dissolve Alleged
At Cleveland-Clevel- and
half-wo-

f.

FIVE
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G
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MAN'S WORK.
Go to your work and bp strong, halting not in your ways.

Your Patronage Solicited

'

PAGE

No. 434 San Francisco Street.

TRUST CO.

Easiness

X. M.

AKERS WAGNER

FURNITURE

CO.

-

-'

e

Glorieta Battle Field

NSURANCE

'

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
n center of Old Glorieta Battle

I FOR SALE

j

gretting Tomorrow."

Field. About 30 acres under
-

Yotfrig' orchard of best varieties.
$ Growing timber on property.
House, Stable,
$ Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

Y cultivation:

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

REAL

l

Narcissus, Daffodils m Tulips

1

ESTATE.

j

and

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

Insuring Today Avoids Re

n

j

PLANTS

ILL

FOR THE

MULLIGAN & RISING,
66-6-

Day or Night

;

Next Door to Postofflce.

MISS A. MUGLER.

Trust.

When Your Glasses Break

H.

r

S. KAUNE

USE

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Boss Patent Flour

'

AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
ARE OVER.

Flour quality varies according to wheat quality.
Poor wheat mean? poor
flour, poor flour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why

BY FIRST MAIL.

WORK RETURNED

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
.

the use of BOSS PATENT

FLOUR means real economy, better results and

You Are
Cordially Invited to
'
Call and

better treatment of your

digestive organs.

204 W. Palace Ave

riDOT t
W

f
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tir rni
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DAILY

rn-i- r

For Hire at Ponular Prices Buiririea and Saddle UnnM.
.
t
;:: ; , intUDUKtC0RKICK, PropT
UIUIU' HAUL UNt t
pKon. Black 9.
AHAIIMM

U
ft

H.S.

KAUNE

1

it

I
Percolators,
Chafing Dishes,
Tea Kettles.
Steak Planks,
Round and Oval Trays,
f
The Finest Line in Santa Fe.

RHP!

Vow Vnrlr

4
7 4 K
New York
7
8 1
Philadelphia
second game, postponed, rain.
;(i
R. H. R.l.'c
At Boston
3
21 IS
Boston
8 11
5
Washington
Batteries: Wood and Nunamaker; t
Walker, White, Cashion and Ainsmith.
game postponed,
cold weather. To be played off Sep-- !
tember 2.
National.
no game, rain.
St.
New
game post-- !
j
poned, min.

San Francisco

Street

Chicago-Cincinna-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Louis-Pittsbur-

Cycle
Pope Motor
Power
4 Horse

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

A Motorcycle without a'loulit with trouble

left at the factory

Coal

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

i

JF nKEW

FAITH IS UNSHAKEN.
LIGHT, SILENT

(Continued from Page One.)
of his nomination

H. C. YONTZ,

Reliable

AM I) RKUA.BI.K.

PASH BROS., Agts.,

and elec-

ffl

MiiXIUAU FHINTIKG
Local Agents for

CO.
.

Santa Fe.

tion.

Grape Fruit, Apples.
VEGETABLES

The government did not press the
point as to whether this meant that
beet sugar was sold as cane sugar in
eastern markets.

certainty

2

Batteries: Kaler and
Easterly;
Benz, Peters and Kuhn Sullivan.

ship-lied.-

TAFT'S

10

2 10

4

Chicago

(By Special leased Wire to New Mextcnn)
New York, May 29. Chester
S.
Morey, president of the Great Western Sugar Co. and a defendant in the
suit in equity instituted by the government with the object of causing the
dissolution of the
sugar trust
continued as a witness today. Coun
sel for the government introduced
a
letter written by the witness to Henry
O. Havemeyer,
dated February 20,
1904, in which Morey said he was attempting to create a bigger demand
for beet sugar in Colorado, by selling
it ten cents a hundred pounds cheaper than the market price of cane sugar.
The letter also spoke of a five cent
reduction at Missouri river points, and
proceeded:
"AH of the sugar shipped to the
eastern market this year has been under the brand: 'Extra fine dry granulated sugar.' Next year every bag of
sugar will be turned out without any
distinctive brand, merely using a number on the bottom of the sack to iden
"
tify the factory from which it is

::

Grapes, Oranges,

FRESH

a PC

::

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,

Inspect Them.

B. TONNIES,

& GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

McCONVERY,

TWO WEEKS

Phone, 130 Red.

SEND THEM TO

JAMES

I

NEXT

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

per

& CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
,lor Safe Quality.

Predicts Roosevelt Nomination.
Senator Dixon, campaign manager
for Colonel Roosevelt, returned to

S. C. Buff Orpingtons

Washington from New York today and j
made the prediction
that Colonel
Roosevelt would have more than
on the first ballot at the Chicago convention exclusive of contested delegates. Included in this number,
he said, would be more than thirty
from New York.
CHAS. A.
.
McKinley Is Yet Confident.
President Taft's manager. Congress.
man W. B. McKinley. of Illinois, as- - PhClte Red 204.
i

Eggs for Hatching.

$1.50.

Y

A

&

0

3 Eggs

WHEELON,

ll Palace

Ave

li
R
K

and Cesk combiaed.
A Deck Unit with few
many Book Units as desired.
TLeorJypst5ect combination
desk and bookcase ever raade.
Roomy, convenient, zrtrac- five. We want to show you
its advantages

and

possi- -

bilitCU, write otphoae

llife
SSti
II

FE&fcjja

fc?"-:jCv- -
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SgWSt V ffift5sSnIIj?r.
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Read Up)
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As Long as There Are Defectives, of Long It Will
Scourge Humanity
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CLIMATE

As the Lion is Monarch
of the Forest, so S. S. S. is
King of Blood Purifiers and
Master over all Blood diseases.
Pure, rich blood and a free

I.

Ar

ftbo.iu
Koeulr Junction......

circulation is the surest prevention against the diseases
and disorders which are con- stantly attacking our physical
systems Healthy blood stimulates the excretory
members and
enables them to filter out of the system everything
that is not necessary or beneficial to the growth and development of the body Thus
t0 .remain heaIthy ""less there is a
Wf
of
or an impure infection of the circulation weakening the
Imperfect blood takes various forms in its outward manifestation
A weak, watery circulation denotes anaemia with
its attendant evils
of pale, waxy complexions, malarial conditions, or
more
perhapssome
definitely marked disorder is shown. Frequently the blood becomes
infected with acrid humors, and Eczema,
Tetter, Acne, or some other
skin affection makes its appearance, while an excess of
uric acid in
the circulation produces Rheumatism with its
pains and aches
Uld Sores and Ulcers are likewise
dependent on bad blood, these
places being kept open and in a state of irritation by the
drainage of
wuiui uisoruerea Diooa constantly discharges into them
Another common indication of weak, impure blood is the loss of
appetite, tired worn out feeling and a general
condition of
...u aiCi.
i is is an aument very
in the Spring and most
prevalent
persons so afflicted realize the necessity of overcoming the trouble bv
the use of a tonic.
We recommend to all in need of a blood
purifier or tonic, the
use or s. S. S., a medicine which has
proven itself the greatest of &V
blood purifiers.
It goes down into the circulation and removes
all im- -i
purities, humors and Doisons and makes th hlwl mm .n i,,ii.
sustaining. It purifies and strengthens weak deteriorated blood"
supplies it with the healthful properties it needs and lays the foundal
non ror gooa health. As a tonic
S. S. S. has no equal and those who
THE BEST BLOOD PURIFIER
are beginning to feel the need of
a medicine to fortifv them
IS THE BEST T8NIC such
selves against the unpleasant con- Hi
r
urttlnU
j

ONUfHOPE

OF CURE

Return to the East Means Death
From Tuberculosis
or Later.

Sooner

the poor and unfed.
There is where
it has the greatest hold.
PBDFESSIDNAL CARDS.
Not until
economic conditions are readjusted.
until there will be no rich and no poor,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
wnl tuberculosis ever be a minor'
ailment of the human family.
The!
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
poor live in squalid, unsanitary
They do not have enough
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
to eat, nor eat the
Rooms
right kind of food.
The io system is susceptible to th Capital City Bank Building,
tubercular germs.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Quickly they sucAssistant District Attorney,' Firs
cumb to it.
Poor living, poor eating,
Judicial District
trose are the causes.
Advanced Cases Hopeless.
"There is no cure for the person
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
who has tuberculosis in an advanced
Attornsy-at-Law- .
At its inception there is a Santa Fe.
stage.
New Mextuo.
cure. But all the sanitariums east
of the Mississippi
are practically
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
worthless, lor the patient may recover
Attorneys-at-Law- .
for a time, but then he dies.
lxiok
Practice in the District Court as
over the list of patients and try to
well as before the Supreme Court uf
find those who have lett them three
the State.
years later.
There is none.
They Las Cruces, . New Mexico.
are dead.
it is merely a matter of
climate.
G. W. PRICHARD,
"la the west we have a great nationAttorney and Couniella.-- at Law.
al sanitarium because the weatb.er is
Practice in all the District Courts
most beneficial to the tubercular vicand gives special attention to cases
1 would advise no
tim.
person to go
west unless he has an incipient case before the State Supreme Court.
of tuberculosis, and I would further Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
advise no person to go there unless
he has enough money to assure him
C. W. G. WARD,
three good meals a day and a good
State District Attorney.
roof for one year while he is lying on
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
his back, or at least not working. Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
For but one per cent of the people that
go to the west and expect to work
HARRY D. MOULTON,
their way to recovery by earning their
Attorney-at-Law- .
expenses, ever recover.
It is a hard
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and pathetic rule, but I have found
G. L. O.
Formerly
it proven so often during the 15 years Land Claims Special Agent,
and Contests a Specialty
I have lived in
west.
17-1- 8

....

'

(Detroit Free Press.)
.Oolfax
"There is no possibility of ever
Oerrososo
Ar
Lv
Cimarron
eradicating tuberculosis from the
Lv
Cimarron
Ar
human .race. Science is helpless. It
Nash
will always be with us."
Harlan
Ar
Cts Park, N. M...Lv
These comments are by Dr. Earl
tanre-.?pS. Bullock, former Detroit
t
medical
student, and greatest living authority
Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
on
tuberculosis in the United States.
S Stage
for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
He further sums up the situation:
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily
"Every person is tubercular before
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baghe is f4 years of age, vaccinating him
gage carried free.
against the future. One person in
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; arseven is suffering from advanced turives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
berculosis.
Tuberculosis is the
(1) Daily.
scavanger of the age, weeding out the
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
weak and the unfit. It is the disease
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
of the poor and the
and is an
uii
economic question Tather than a medical one."
run-doHimself a Victim.
the
Fifteen years ago, Dr. Bullock drop"All great specialists in the disease
EASLEY & EASLEY.
off
a Michigan Central train in will tell
ped
you that there is no compari- Chas. F.
. Chas. R. Easley,
Easley,
Detroit, too weak to remember the son in the benefits of one
year in the
Attorneys-at-Law- .
name of the car that would take him western
country, with those of the
home. He had been
Practice in the Courts and before
raised
here, eastern sanitarium.
The southwest
studied medicine in the Detroit College is a
natural sanitarium, with its sun- Land Department.
of Medicine had resided in New York
Land grants and titles examined.
dry air, and healing atmosphere.
and become one of the staff of the light,
But a person must take the greatest Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
city physician, then succumbed
to care in building
N. M.
up his system to retuberculosis and returned to Detroit. cover even
there."
After watching
the cars go by
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
the station until the one bearing the JACK JOHNSON FLABBY
Attorneys-at-Law- .
name of the street on which he lived
Practice in all the Courts and
AND OVER WEIGHT.
arrived, he rode to his home, arranged
the Interior Department.
for a trip to New Mexico in search All
- . New Mexico.
Taos, - for Big Encounter on
Machinery
i
ttno
of
health, lay two years on his back
C
Nation's Great Patriotic Holiday,
&
aionc
in a consumptive camp and develop&
S
KnineeaofyB.TerfiShOUld a
is Now in Motion.
H. L. ORTIZ,
ed into the greatest tuberculosis specblood
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
from roots, herbs and barks; itgenuine
in
the
does
ialist
He
now
is
not
country.
contain a
IN
(By H. W. Lanigan.)
Practicing before all the Courts in
in any form.. You could not do better than
president of the Cottage Sanitarium at
"At this stage of the game Jim the State.
if from any cause your blood is weait or begin the use of S S Sli Silver City, New Mexico, and was
S S S aires
Flynn is a far higher class looking
Santa Fe, - - . . New Mexico
troubles due to a deranged circulation, and impure.
brought here to lecture at the clinics athlete than Jack Johnson.
The
you will find it the most of
alumni
the
of
the
Detroit
tonic
satisfactory
College champion can be relied upon
you ever used. Write for book on the blood and
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
training
of Medicine.
any medical advice. No charge for either
faithfully to put himself into condiPublic Stenographer.
"I know something about tuberculo- tion for the contest
on the Fourth of
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
sis after spending fifteen years in the
CO, ATLANTA, M.
July. However, he is plainly flabby
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
treatment of it,'- - said Dr. Bullock and way
overweight and he has got
Phone Red 162.
Sunday, and proceeded to give his to work hard in the five weeks in
front
impressions on the most dreaded dis of him if he is to look as
a
man
good
ease.
physically as he was in Reno the day HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVER"No man can become a successful he defeated
TISE?
Jim Jeffries.''
specialist in tuberculosis who has
Tell your story to
So stated Tommy Cannon, "the litnever had the disease," declared the tle man with
2,000,000
Readers
the
voice." who is
on
"For some peculiar rea- to be the official big
D. & R. G.
physician.
Twelve Dollars.
announcer of the
a
man has to suffer with the
(From the Santa Fe New Mexican
match. Cannon has We will place your
E. A. Fiske gave a judicial dinner son,
advertiseT. F. &
D.
A.,
disease before he can gain the sym- been mixed
of Saturday, May 28, 1SST.)
his superb home on Cathedral
up in the boxing game ment in 25 leading newspapers' Sunand
have
com- the
to
the
pathy
patience
of a
The motion for a rehearing in th-- ; street.
He day issue, for $12 per insertion. Debat it. All the great specialists on was greater part
as far back as 188S,
Maxwell land grant case was denied
scrapping
scriptive circular FREE.
Hon. James Thorrington and daught- this
are
subject
tubercular, men who
the time that Tom Allen was THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
by the U. S. supreme court. This set- - er Jessie, of Davenport, Iowa,
are have had to He on their backs for during
the world's heavyweight
ties the status of the Maxwell grant visiting Mrs. George Preston,
champion.
AGENCY,
Judge months to live.
Eddie McCoy was Cannon's Ting
im an mm;, i ins is a iciory lor j i norrington s daughter.
Taos, New Mexico.
Disease
Widespread.
tne common people and means the im- "One out of every seven persons
Break a few more acres of mesa
Cannon has been in training camps
mediate development of northern New land
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
around
In other words. with Jack
Fe and raise broom has tuberculosis.
Santa
NEW
MEXICO.
ROSWELL,
McAuliffe, Jack Dempsey,
Mexico. To Hon. Frank Springer beone
of
out
seven persons is Dan
Dentist.
coin on it. It does not need irrigaevery
Creedon, Mysterious Billy Smith,
longs the credit.
unfit to live.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..
tion and will pay big.
If every tubercular Ike
The West Point of th Southwest"
Aeir,
Griffo, George
Young
not an hour has
three
For
now,
days
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Kanked by United States War DeThe Apache procession was delayed person in the country were to die toStreator Billy Myers. Jim Hall.
elapsed without rainfall. A total of
one of the day, the cost of burial alone would Frank Slavin and Gus Ruhlin, as well Phone Red 6.
because
partment as "Distinguished Institu11 inches of precipitation has occurred this morning
amount to more than the nation's debt. as
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
tion." Army officers detailed by Wat
John L. Sullivan and Jake Kilrain
at Santa Fe since Thursday morning. squaws gave birth to a boy. Half an That shows the
disof
And
the
hour
prevalence
after
by Appointment.
she
had
the
birth,
both
Department.
of their memorable batbaby ease.
during
The farmers are jubilant but the
tles. Cannon, with the lone exception
away in the
Through Academic course, preparhealthseekers look glum. The latter cosil'
jam
"The germs of tuberculosis are of Uncle
ing young men for college or business
Billy Jordan, California's
ask: "Does it never stop raining in Apache crib and was astride her horse
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
ubiquitous.
Every
day
everyone veteran announcer, is the oldest anwith
the
cavalcade.
lite. Great amount of open air work..
riding
the
Josofa,
Mexico?"
New
Physician and Surgeon.
breathes
thousands
of
The nouncer of them all. He officiated at
Healthiest location of any Military
There are 3S0 grassy mounds in the interpreter, did not come with the reason the race does notthem.
Office and Residence
Washington.
die is that the
Jicarillas
dinthis
forenoon
but
Bowen-Kiafter
School n the Union. Located in the
Andy
contest Ave., next door to Public
national cemetery which the patriotic
Library.
ner drove a mule team around the every person is infected with the in New Orleans which Lavigne
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
in
the
resulted
people of Santa Fe will decorate on
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
disease before he is 11 years old. The former's death.
of the West at an elevation of 37u)l
Memorial day. Under graves num- plaza. She wore a neat calico dress
2 to 4 p. m.
and resistant at that
body is
Evenings.
Cannon was on the job when five of
feet above sea level, sunshine every
' t
bered 191, 192 and 159, lie the Con- and a man's hat and handled the reins time. Inslrong
f
i i
jU
the majority of cases, the America's
Phone Black 47.
a
like
jehu.
regular
but
little rain or snow during the
federate veterans. These will be decday,
ring heroes lost
youth is able to throw off the ravages their crowns.greatest L.
season.
John
orated too.
Albuquerque is taking lessons from of the disease.
Sullivan, Jack
To
combat-itivdo
this,
Fe i enterprise and is envious
Dempsey, Jim Corbett, Bob Fitzsim- Fourteen Officers snd Instructors,
Mrs. Harroun gave a pleasant
are
M.
formed
germs
in
blood
the
to
mons ana Terry McGovern are the
because Santa Fe businessmen put up
aU graduates from standard eastern
icale.
fight the tuberculosis germs.
These
to
an
drill
DON GASPAR
Cannon
well.
artesian
$5,000,
RESIDENCE,
introduced
Miss
a
sport's
notables,
Florence
handsome
Ten buildings,
Seville,
colleges.
throughly
combatitive germs, created in youth, as
and who were relieved
Chicago belle, is the guest of Mrs.
Editorial.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
AVE
are the safety of the race, for they of champions
their titles in the matches that
That is either a very ignorant or act as a vaccination.
In all respects.
George W. Hickox.
When maturity followed.
Phone, 220 Red
A. Staab and his grown-uda ugh
very malicious liar who writes up the comes, these
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON. Pres.
to
continue
eat
germs
All
WEST SIDE PLAZA
the
in
OFIFCE,
the
ers
Jim
and
for
Adele
sailed
Anna
machinery
land
Maxwell
FlynnEurope.
grant and other grant up the tubercular germs, and keep the
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
Jack Johnson championship encoun. Clancy are visit- - and
Mr. and Mrs. F.
land
in
matters
in
this
man
territory
in
health.
P.
J.
WHITE, Treasurer.
ter July 4 was put into motion MonPhone, 237 Black
ing relatives in Albuquerque. There the New York Herald. Probably, like
"As an illustration from a case of
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
day. Jack Johnson objecting to
is nothing to the report that they President Cleveland and his principal which I know
OFFICE
HOURS. I to 3 P. M.
the absolute
and W. A. FINLEY.
i land
will move to the Duke City.
ranch, which had been selectreformers, he was never west of two scions of a reigning house intruth,
Eu- ed
For particulars and illustrated
by Promoter
and O'Malley
Wilson Waddingham of New York, the Mississippi river and is therefore
rope were descended from tubercular to serve as his Curley
address:
to some extent excusable.
is having a good time in Santa Fe.
M.
camp, entraining
ancestors.
To
keep these children gaged a cosy
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
in
General and Mrs. Fremont
dwelling
willj The New Mexican publishes a bitter alive, the most renowned
PHYSICIAN
and
SURGEON,
specialists
"old
town" and promptly started in
Superintendent
spend the summer in Santa Fe, where; attack by Colonel1 George W. Prichard were employed. The two were
given to
Mrs. Fremont will complete her life upon the Democratic
drill Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
secretary of absolutely an aseptic Taising. They overcondition himself. A
the hills was followed by a trip
of "Kit Carson."
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
state, G. W. Lane.
never breathed a disease germ. As a
to the Las Vegas baseball park where
result they were never vaccinated
PHONE 233.
READING AND LEHIGH
wereT
to
ereater Inrt- w f
nJ o
t
TIME TABLE ALL
VALLEY SUFFER PRESSURE, Within six they
kj
UVJllilOUIJ
months both were dead is having an outdoor
platform, 30x30,
trom tuberculosis.
LOCAL TRAINS
ouut in the backyard of his dwelling.
Palace.
Covering by Shorts Sent Prices up at
Malady is Inherent.
All his work will be done in the
F. L. Bixby, State College.
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for each of these institutions the sum $1,200.
Provisional Indebtedness Fund.
;tion books and other necessary blanks
and issued in denominations of five
of fifteen hundred dollars to pay thy
Stenographer for State Engineer, and conveying and forwarding the elhundred dollars each, and shall be isCompilation Fund.
railroad fare in excess of seventv-fiv- e
J&Ofl.
ection returns to the State CanvassGame Protection Fund.
sued in an amount not to exceed the
.miles both going to and coming from! For contingent expenses, including ing Board, freight and express, $SU0.
Insurance Fund.
amount necessary to pay the approprisaid institution of all persons who traveling expenses, or so much there- Bank Examiner Fund.
Provided, that the expenses necesations made by the preceding section.
enroll
with
of
a
as
be
of
view
j
to.
may
I
necessary, $2,500.
HI
Fees Account Fund.
preparing
sarily incurred by the State CanvassThey shall bear interest at the rate of
Sec. 8. There is hereby appropria-Provided- , ing Board, for and during the
teach in the schools of New Mexico.
year
Penitentiary Current Expense Fund six per centum per annum, payable
FOR KENT ;! or 6 room house,
that such students shall be ted to pay the salary of the Fish and 1!M2, may be paid by the Secretary
on the first days of
Library Fund.
bona fide residents of New Mexico at (lame Warden, $1,S00.
of State out of any funds available in
March and September in each year. with furniture or not. D. S. Lowitzki.
Supreme Court Fund.
Many Items Will Be Added the
For contingent and incidental
time of entering such institutions,
his office.
Armory Certificates and Interest both interest and principal payable at
in Committees and
have attended continuously for penses, $500.00
To be paid out of
I'unn.-ue- d
Sec. 16. There is hereby
rooms. Mrs.
"
the office of the stale treasurer The!
appro- Fund.
less
Game
the
and
than
inot
and
Fish
shall
Protection Fund,
eight weeks,
Said Auditor shall transfer from the certificates shall be signed by the i.iiuersieevc, i,i 1'alace avenue.
priated for the translation of the laws
Conference
file with the president of the InstituSec. 9!
For miscellaneous pur--i and journals of the first State Legis- penitentiary cell house fund to the state auditor and the state treasure'
tion a declaration to teach in the State noses there is hereby appropriated the lature, $1,200.
For Sale Excellent Jersey cow, 100
penuenuary repair tunu the sum oi and the coupons attached thereto for
-Such translation shall be completed $700.S7.
R" New
l
the
STRICT ECONOMY IS FAVORED of New Mexico. The railroad fare following sums for the followiner sneci- interest shall have the White Leghorn hens.
thus provided for shall be paid bui hed purposes,
within ninety days after the adjournHe shall also transfer to the Main engraved, lithographed
sigonce each year and over the shortest
For per diem and mileage of the nient of the present session of this tenance Fund of the New Mexico Nor- - nature of the treasurer thereon
of travel.
route
me:nbers of the second State l.egis-- Legislature and shall be done under mat I'niversftv
possible
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nr loo Vp
.
, r.u.i tun
.
ti...
j
im. .,,n
h ee
leu i.'st
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ci ..i 'it noi
,
.........j ... .....u
ui me
i ue miners
oi .ew Alex- "i.iw:.upei vision oi uie secretary oi ot S41i.;i2 now standing to the credit less timn par, and when so sold the eral housework and cooking. Apply
Calendar Since
u.uucu uie.eol as may ue necessary ,, state.
ico at Raton, $10,000.
of the Summer Normal Fund.
amount of the proceeds thereof shall Mrs. R. J. Paien.
For printing the laws and journals
The New Mexico Insane Asylum at
He shall also transfer to the credit be
pkiced in a special fund and a sepFor repairing and restoring eastern! of the first State Legislature in the of the Maintenance fund of the New
FOR RENT
as Vegas, $60,000.
house
with
arate
kept thereof, and all
ana English and Spanish languages, $1,200. Mexico Nor m:ili Schnnl nt Silvi f'iiv ......... account
...
bath. .102 Galisteo St. Apply St. Vini
r
.1.
The New Mexico Reform School at puiuon oi uiu raiace maiding
'
mane
Twenty bills remained on (he House
ailf
.a....:r..,s
.
.
......
liomeil
,
..
lueieironi
i
,a at no aim
.......
lmr,.vlr
nave tne sum of X.r,,i . H now stum uif to by this act shall be made on the war cent's Sanitarium.
...lt, i.,f0,.l,. twvicui,
(viicn sum
j
journals
Calendar
Springer, deficiency, $2,775.25.
last evening, twenty-tw..
.
v
'
i
For printing tax rolls, schedules iueeu
The Orphans' Home at Santa Fe,
,,,iiCU. me snan oe delivered the credit of the heating plant fund ram ef the state auditor
having been disposed of during the
and
books
of
offaccount
to
for
the
of
county
State of the State of said institution.
Secretary
... P
WANTED for the best sell,r)l
day. Two bills were added for today, $10,000.
of New Mexico and by him distribu- m'",e 8 er AGENTS
!
Bt,d,e, "
Sec. 22. There is hereby appropria
Sec. 3. There is hereby appropria-- icials as provided by law, $1,700.
on the market.
as follows:
Arizona
Sales
to
as
Dethe
known
Casual
tedFor
the payment
of the United
and said .....
f
,
.,
vi iui mtr
ted for the New Mexico Penitentiary
io
puvineiji 131 liencieiH ICS I' licit Fund, and to provide for the pay- Agency, Phoenix, Arizona.
House Bill No. 82, introduced
.and
Office
States
by at Santa
fees
to
incident
the
within
after!
ten
hereby
directed,
sixty-firsthe
of
revenues
t
the
days
so
much thereof as
sixtv ment of the interest and
Fe, or
.
....
principal of
i
di siHie lit iits. or so iiiuci me anioiirnmem nt true cneu nn ,f ih,
Junius, Aiu-ijoin, An Act to regu""-i"-"
in the certificates authorized
nscai jears
PRINTERS Position
late the management of the state i ,ua' ue necessary, tne loiiownig sums, thereof as may be necessary. $5.000. Legislature to furnish . n,.i.u "nt Mi,tiihu
wanted
by this sec.. .,
by
t
nwri,.,,.,--J
Dill II li i" tion it shall be
"
iUtAJLU,
an
of
the
said
trary, etc.; referred to committee on
the
energetic allround printer of 27
duty
of
laws
and
the
to the translator ficiencies being for expense incurved
con,,"SPnt , penses
journals
la) For the Penitentiary Current Rnard Of Enus 7.al m
.... .....
auditor, annually, beginning with the years exiierience.
No booze or
InrtniltnuUnl
judiciary.
May 27th, recommitted to
n
rnrlnlup
u) uie .. requirements' ot existing laws,
Address C. H. Raymond.
nr ,i, i.i
present fiscal year, to levy a tax on
h v
m - l.i.
Ifnr
steering committee. Mav 28th. re- - iExnense fund unit fnr the payment nf stat oneirv. ' nrnt n? and pMn
me
"
i
.iuitii
L.in.iv.
ri
inur
if
all taxable property in the State of Hamlin, Texas.
ported with recommendation
that. if officers and employes, viz:
cial register, postage, eti $1,500.
For New Mexico Normal University
One superintendent, $2,400.
New Mexico sufficient to produce the!
be passed.
For Francisco D. Padllla, on ac- ,
Sec. 17. There is hereby annrniat. at tut
nnn
'
'
Otio occictont citi,Atit fin3f,.f 41 Tfin i
i
.i r
amount
..u
..f imiiiiiKus tu u:
required to pay the interest
House Bill No. 255, introduced by
sroo
uiuii hi
ins ikiu hiiii
hi ior uie purpose
SKI M l 70
SOUTHWESTERN
defraying the
Penitentiary
Realty & Em- One physician, $600,
saiu certincates and twenty per
Hilton, May 27th. An Act appropriat"is crops committed ny ram piaceu oy expenses ot maintaining the capitol Iis Vegas armory building, $2,763.58. on
ployment Agency, P. O. Box 73 210
centum
ot
One
the
for
$:!00.
thereof,
principal
the state at Trout Springs. $75.
chaplain,
'building and Governor's mansion the
ing $1,400 for the permanent improve-ncn- t
Roswell Armory building, $1,229.60.
W. Silver,
N. Mex..
AUrjquerque.
.
..
One clerk and storekeeper, $ti00.
, iwi
l llvT
ui
,
To Cleinente Padilla, on account of following-7
r
of the Rio Grande; referred to
v mien
Wanted 50 Mexican teamsters and la........
ior
neatnig
One
ciiui lilt! Belli! illlUlllir
$fiO0.
.i.tr
lieil
to
matron,
Elk!
fence
committed
f leering committee.
..raiB,
$2G0.
damages
by
Insurance,
2Xth,
May
reportplant and repairs, $1,750.
to the boards of county borers at once.
One captain, day guard, $600.
.
For employes of the Capitol
ed with recommendation
placed by the state at Trout Springs,
that it be
Silver City Armory for ue.iuui, certifying
of the respective cotin- commissioners
One
$600.
night
guard,
captain,
ing, $5,000.
passed.
plant and repairs. $1,750.
ues nis levy tor state taxes snail in
One engineer and electrician, $900
Elegantly Furnisned Rooms for Rent
For fuel, light and water. S4 OCA
Provided, that the two last items
General Appropriation Bill.
li
Mi
New
Mexico
lam) expenses,
clude therein the levy hereby authorRooms elegantly furnished and
g
bixteen guards, ?i,imj.
shall be paid out of the Game Protec-- '
For repairs, furniture and eqjuip- tary Guard, $2,000.
The first rough draft of the general
ized.
all modern conveniences, including
Two
cell
each at tion Fund.
ment, $3,500.
three
of the Su
Salaries,
appropriation bill was introduced yes $540, dayannum, housekeepers,
justices
After the expiration of one year and electric light, steam heat and baths,
Sec. 10. That there is hereby appro- j
$1,080.
Sec. IS. For the purpose of paving preme Court from
per
the time of their
terday by Senator Clark for the fin-- j
Two night cell' housekeepers, each priated for compiling
and
'n succeeding in the First National Bank building.
"u XI,lra,lon 01
editing! the salaries of the members of the qualification to December 1, 1912 $16- ' ance committee. It cuts down appro'
at $540, per annum, $l,OS0.
for the term of five years, from Apply to F. M. Jones.
volumes of the New Mexico Supreme State Corporation Commission, from A(in.
ye!"'
to
the
marrow.
items
priations
Many
One yard master, $900.
Court reports, the sum of $250.
tne hist day ot July. A. D., 1912, it
the fifteenth day of January to and in
like that for the Bureau of ImmigraSalary of stenographers for Supreme
One foreman of shops, $600.
shall be the duty of the state treasurer
Sec. 11. That there is hereby appro- cluding the thirtieth day of November, Court at $900
were
left out altogether but many
tion,
$825.
annum,
per
Oliver Visible Typewriter
One foreman of clay pit $720.
priated for the various charitable in- - 1912, there is hereby appropriated the
items will be added. The bill is as folof clerk of the Supreme to publish a notice once each wec;;
Salary
for
of
Mexfour
For
sum
and
consecutive
in
stitutions
New
(b)
of
of
weeks
some
paying
$7,875.
transportation
hospitals
For sale cheap. Perfect condiCourt at $3,600 per annum, $1,US5.
lows :
diseharged convicts to their homes, ico for the maintenance of which ap- For the purpose of paying the
Salary of bailiff for Supreme Court daily paper published at the capital tion and does splendid writing-- .
An act providing funds and mak- or
of the State of New Mexico, erivlnir
so much thereof as may be neces- - propriations were made by the Legis- - salaries of officers, assistants and sub- at $9(Hl
Could ship on approval and tria'.
per annum, $800.
ing appropriations for the first fiscal sary, $1,200.
iative Assembly of 1900, and pursuant ordinates appointed by the State CorFurniture and
for Su- notice that twenty per centum of tho Write to CMAS. W. RICKART
year for the expenses of the executive,
amount of the certificates authorized
(c) For Penitentiary maintenance, tj authority granted by Section 31, poration Commission, there is hereby preme Court, $S50.typewriters
legislative and judicial departments; the proceeds of convict labor ,$33,000. Article IV of the
by this section, and the interest there- Rosedale, Kansas.
the appropriated the sum of $7,850, which
Constitution,
Contingent expense fund, payable on
for the payment of interest on state
will be paid on the presentation
(d) For salairy and expenses of the following sums,
shall
be
on
as
the
follows:
of
order
expended
the
Supreme Court, and
indebtedness and sinking funds reTYPEWRITERS.
St. Vincent's Hospital at Santa Fe,
surrender of such certificates at
Board, or so much there- Penitentiary
one
of
chief
clerk
$825.
at
Salary
$2,000
quirements thereof; to defray the ex- of as may be necessary, $1,200.
Cleaned, adjusted una repaired. Ne,
his
and
that
office,
will
$3,600.
cease
interest
annum
from
per
Salaries of District Judges from the
January 16, 1912, to
penses of the educational, state and
platens furnished.
Ribbons and
For permanent improvements,
Grant County Hospital at &uver November 30, 1912, $1,750.
time of their qualification to December upon such certificates thirty day
charitable institutions and hospitals, or (e)
so much thereof as may be neces- - City, $1,800.
Typewriter! sold, exchanged
irom
ol
tne
first
date
the
publication
Salary of one assistant chief clerk 1. 1912, $22,000.
and all other expenses required by the
rented. Standard makes handled.
of such notice.
The certificates so
Sisters of Mercy Hospital at Silver at $1,800 per annum from January 16,
sary:
Salary of Governor, $4,375.
existing laws of the State of New Mexto be redeemed shall be determined All repair work and typewrtte.-- i jruar
For bath house. $250.
$1,800.
City.
to
November
1912,
of
30,
1912,
$1,57
of
Salary
Secretary
State,
ico, and making appropriations for
Santa Fe Typewriter
For superintendent's rooms, $250.
Ladies Hospital at Denting, $1,S00.
Ex
by lot, and the notice so required to anteed.
Salary of one rate clerk at, $2,00f
deficiencies in the revenues of former
change. Phone 231
be
For sewerage and plumbing, $1,500.' Eddy County Hospital at Carlsbad, per annum from June 1, 1912, to Nothe
treasurer
published
by
shall
Salary of Assistant Secretary ot
fiscal years, which deficiencies wero
For kitchen, bakery and dining $1,S00.
describe such by giving the amount
vember 30, 1912, $1,000.
State, $1,050.
incurred by the requirements of exist- room, $5,000.
NOTICE.
date of issue, series if they shall bear
Relief
at
$3,- Las
one
of
insurance
at
clerk
Society
Vegas,
fund
SecreSalary
for
expense
Contingent
ing laws.
Sec 4 Therp te hprphv a nurnnrtn. nnn
one, and number thereof, and at the State of New Mexico,
uuu.
annum
$1,800
of
.
,,.
from
1,
Ho it
June
per
1912,
$1,500.
tary
.
State,
,(a,i UJ .1,.
uc !..!.-.,..v.u
i.esiMaune oi ted to pay the salary of the Governor,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
expiration of thirty days from the
Sisters' Hospital at Albuquerque, to November 30, 1912, $900.
Salary for State Treasurer, $52".
the State of New Mexico:
In the Probate Court.
of
date
notice
inabove
$5,000.
the
required,
$2,400.
one
One adding machine for state treasSalary of
envporation clerk :tt
Section 1. For the first fiscal year
terest
of private secretary to gov-o- f
cease
on
shall
all
In
certificates
the
salary
matter of the Estate of Juan
$1,200 per annum from June 1, 1912, urer. $375.
Gallup Hospital at Gallup, $2,000.
the State of New Mexico the fol-- ! ernor $',000
named in such notice.
The certifi- Miguel Valencia, d ceos"d, iT.'
St. Mary's Hospital
at
to
November 30, 1912, $600.
Auof
Roswell,
Voucher
Salary
State
Clerk,
jsiate.
lowing
appropriations,
cates of indebtedness, provided for in Know all Men by These Presents:
hereinafter; Messenger' and doorkeeper to the $1,800.
Salary of one official stenographer ditor's office, five and a half months,
specified, or so much thereof as mav Governor, $600.
this
be
shall
consection,
numbered
of
Sisters
That
at
at
Loretto
Juan
annum
D.
$1,200
Aland
1912.
$1,000.
Mora,
from
$550.
June 1,
and Manuelita
per
be necessary, are hereby made and
For
with number Valencia, Administrators of the Est e
secutively,
expenses of the
beginning
Sisters of Loretto at Las Cruces, to November 30, 1912, $600.
Salary of Attorney General, $438.
it
to be paid for the purposes ernor'scontingent
one
and
the
(1)
office, to he paid on order of $1,000.
attached
coupons
of Jiuin Mig-.ieSalaries of stenographers
Salary of one office stenographer at
and
,., inValencia,
hereinafter expressed,
shall
thereto
jthe governor, $5,000.
same
bear
the
number
Sec. 12. There is hereby annronria- $900 per annum from January 16, 1912, clerks, Attorney General's office. $675.
testate have filed their final report
rur me payment 01 interest on tne See n Vnr the calarioc" nf ttia tinra..
. ,
p
m
as the certificates to which they ate in
me maintenance ot me
to November 30, 1912, $787.50.
omce
ieu iui .L.
.
Mine Inspector,
the above entitled matt; and that
hnniioit !HQho,i,
Salary of State
...ro, .onnnn
fou.uw.uu.
matter named state officers, assist- of Adjutant General and the State
attached.
all persons having any objections to
Salary of one office stenographer at $1,750.
Provided, that whenever the money ants, clerks and stenographers, and
When any of the certificates of in- said final
Militia, the following sums,
$900 per annum from March 16, 1912,
Miscellaneous and
traveling ex
in the funds is insufficient to meet for
report and the settlement
contingent, traveling and incideof Adjutant General, $2,400. to November 30, 1912, $037.50.
- debtedness shall have been paid
Salary
of
and thereof ere required to
Mine
State
penses
$1,Inspector,
the
nce outstanding interest coupons as tal expenses of such offices or so much
taken up as provided for in this sec- - same within the time and present
The State Corporation Commission 950.
Salary of Clerk, $900.
in the manthey mature, it shall be the duty of, thereof as may be necessary, appro-th- e
of stenographer, $900.
snaI1
be
lion'
shall
cancelled
tney
a
and
Salary
is
to
and
full
authorized
Miscellaneous
be,
hereby
Mine
expenses. State
ner presribed by law and the ProState Treasurer to borrow tern- - priations are hereby made as follows,
Contingent and incidental expenses, employ such officers, assistants and Inspector for
fiscal vear. reco'1 of the same, giving date, num- - bate Court in and for the County of
porarily a sufficient sum to make such
if
$4,000.
amount
bpr.
subordinates as are hereinbefore speci- $34.44.
and date of Santa Fe, State of New
series, any,
payments, and for such purpose the!
Mexico, has
' ."iceuation, snail De entered in
Secretary of State.
or so much fied and their compensation shall be
a fixed
For insurance of Armories, $1,875.
Traveling expenses
.
sdiu treasurer is nereuv authorized
cio-.- .
o....
.imc
Monday the 1st day of July, A. D.
book to 1)e kel,t for that purpose by
ul ouue, tnereot as may be necessary, $1,000.
as
fixed.
herein
two
ocucwi,
For
the
of
Provided,
convicts
to
transportation
1912 at the hour of 9 a. m. for the
empowered to make and negotiate $3 000
t
'
d
,ne slate treasurer, and such cancelled
j
years' residence qualification for the penitentiary, $2,078.75.
hearing of said objections filed
of Assistant Secretary of
to
d
a"d
""deemed
0
deshall
certificates
office
be
of
in
Mounted
the
state
Police
holding
public
for
,
Department
such final report, if any such there
a iai ui uiLeir&l. Iiui State, $1,MH1.
in
of
one
same
the
shall
manner
not
stroyed
and
at the
strength
regiment, $3,400.
fiscal year, $494.64.
apply to the rate clerk who
exceeding six per cent per annum:
be, and for the settlement thereof.
For assistant clerk hire, $1,200.
Equipment, $2,000.
Sec. 23. There is hereby appropria- - same time as is Provided by law for
may be employed by said commission.
Provided, that any surplus of any other
For printing and miscellaneous ex
tne
destruction of other evidences of The Administrators further give
For contingent and incidental ex- ted the sum of fifty thousand dollars
Expense account inspection
by IT.
fund on hand, not otherwise appropriat- penses, $550.
notice that
the settlement of
S. Army officers, or so much thereof penses, including necessary
traveling for the purpose of paying for the re- - sta,e indebtedness, which has been said final upon
ed, may be first used to pay said deState Auditor.
as may be necessary, $300.
report,
- construction of Ix?a
or
they will proceed
Corretired,
of
members
of
discharged
the
expenses
State
Hall, an acadamic
ficit before so borrowing such sufficient
to close the administration
Salary of State Auditor, $3,000.
of said
It shall be the duty of the Auditor poration Commission, its officers ahu school building situated
cost
The
of
on
or
the
sum to make such payments.
preparing,
printing
The
Salary of Chief Clerk, $1,500.
n
of the State of New Mexico, upon re- - employes, fees and mileage of
of
New Mexico Military lithographing and sale of certificate estate of said decedent and to
the
grounds
State Auditor shall countersign any
their discharge as such executors
Salary of voucher clerk, $1,200.
of a certificate executed by
of
cost
of
Institute
and
which
a
was
process
In
executing
for
indebtedness,
this
provided
thejnesses,
and all necessary papers for the negobuilding
Miscellaneous expenses, ..600.
of
General of the State of New sued by the Commission or by the used and occupied as a part of the section, shall be paid by the state and their discharge as sureties
tiation of such loan and charge the
Stat Treasurer.
and setting forth that a sur-- Supreme
Mexico,
New
or
Court
Mexico
District
treasurer
the
Rosand charged by him to the such.
by
Institute
at
Military
proceeds to the treasurer, and the
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
Salary of State Treasurer, $3,000.
plus exists in any fund created for the Courts on behalf of the Commission, well, and which was destroyed by fire. "Interest on Deposit Account.1
treasurer shall redeem such paper out
Salary of Clerk, $1,500.
support and maintenance of the Na- - additional clerk hire, postage,
box The aforesaid appropriation
Sec. 25. The state auditor is here- set my hand and affixed my official
of
of the interest fund whenever there
fifty'
Miscellaneous expenses, $1,000.
fional Guard of the State f New rent, and express, furniture and
thousand dollars is hereby made for by directed to levy a tax on all tax- seal this 6th day of May, A. D. 1912.
shall be money in such fund availAttorney General.
over and above the amount 'turps. tvnewriire tcinimimii
tola-- the purpose or
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ,
the fol- - u'e property in the State of New
able.
of
Salary
Attorney General, $4,000. necessary to meet the expenses for phone, office supplies,
Clerk of the Probate Court.
named persons who advanced Mexico to produce the amounts
lowing
stationery,
by
Sec. 2. For the support and mainSalary of Assistant Attorney Gen- - which such fund is created, to make printing and any and all other actual said sum of
money for the reconstruc- - tnis act provided for and to meet the
tenance of the state educational insti- eral; $1,800
a transter or such surplus money as Is necessary expenses of said Commis tion of said Lea Hall: E. A. Cahoon. interest on the bonded indebtedness LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF
tutions, there is hereby appropriated
balanes of stenographers
and shown by said certificate to exist in sion from the fifteenth day of Janu- w. G. Hamilton, W. M.
Edward L. Miller, deceased.
Atkinson, J. f the state and sinking fund require
the following sums,
clerks, $1,800.
jany fun(j jn which it may be shown ary until and including the thirtieth P. ntte, W. A. Finley, L. K. McGaf- - ments thereof, except as he is by this Stete of New Mexico,
University of New Mexico at Albu.u.i;CnaUeuus expenses, ?i,wu.
by said certificate that a deficiency day of November, 1912, there is here- - fey, John V. Poe. A. Pruit. K. S. act otherwise directed to
County of Santa Fe. ss.
provide for
querque, including deficiency, improve oypnmunocm or
instruction, exists, or to any fund the Adjutant by appropriated the sum of $14,000, Woodruff, J. W. Rhea, W. A. Johnson, the appropriations made herein.
Office of the Probate Court, Count?
ments and repairs, $42,000.00.
oufwiiMaoeni 01 rumic General may deem necessary to or so much thereof as may be
Price & Co., Clark Dilley, A. D. Gar--i
Sec. 26. That section 6 of chapter of Santa Fe, N. M.
ua,". "l $3,000.
The New Mexico College of Agricul
create for the purpose of providing sary for such purposes.
rett, J. F. Hinkle, Harold Hurd, R. P. 0 of the laws of the thirty-fourtTo all to whom these shall concern,
ture and Mechanic Arts, near Las
Salary of Assistant Superintendent for the storage and safekeeping of all
The salaries of all officers, assist,
G. S. Moore, C. C. Tannehill, Native assembly of the
of
territory
greeting:
Unices, $25,000.
of Public Instruction, $2,000.
,
jarms, ammunition and equipment of ants and subordinates employed by the John T. McClure, J. H. Rhea, C. F. N'ew Mexico, entitled "An Act
You are hereby notified that Satur
The New Mexico School of Mines at
tne National Guard; said monies when Commission shall be paid monthly,
i.ow.
for
inS
additional buildings for the day, June 8th, A. D. 1912, has been set
Charles de Bremond. J. W.
Socorro, including Improvements and
so transferred to be disbursed in the upon the first day of each month fol- Stockard, W. H. Godair, C. M.
w Mexico Military Institute at Rosoamy ui Bcenugiapner, jautt.
Slaugh- Probate Court, in
by the Honorable
repairs, $22,500.
Contingent and traveling expenses, same manner as other monies are
ter, Eliza White, J. C. Hamilton, J. M. well," approved March 20, 1901, as and for the County and State aforelowing the date of employment.
The New Mexico Military Institute
$4,100.
thorized
to be disbursed by his ofprinting,
All amounts appropriated
by this Miller, W. C. Reid, J. S. Lea, W. S. amended by the provisions of chapter said as the day for the probation ot
at Roswell, $25,000.
fice.
Inspector of Mines.
section shall be paid from the State Praeger, W. H. Pope, John Shaw, J. 108 of the acts of the thirty-sixtleg-J- .
The New Mexico Normal University
the Testament and Last Will of said
Salary of Inspector of Mines, $2,000."
Sec. 13. There is hereby
t Salary Fund.
islative assembly of the said territory. Edward L.
Jaffa.
at Las Vegas, including improvements
and traveling expenses, ted for the office of the
Miller, deceased.
The Commission shall cause to be
Said appropriation of fifty thousand approved March 16, 1905, is hereby
Traveling
and repairs, $30,000.
In witness whereof I hereby set my
ditor and Bank Examiner, the fol- - kept an accurate account of all expenis hereby directed to be paid Pealed.
The New Mexico Normal School at.
hand and caused to be affixed the seal
State Library.
lowing sums,
ditures of the monies appropriated by unto the board of regents of the New j
Silver City, including new dormitory,
of the Probate Court this 11th day ot
of
Salary
Librarian, $900.
Auditor
Salary of Traveling
Fa'"'
and
said'
Mexico
Ehall
none
this
and
Weather
The
thereof
on
section,
weather
Military Institute, which
$28,000.
A. D. 1912.
For purchase of books of State Bank Examiner $3,000.
be
board
Memorial
out
itemized
of
to
be fair. The max- - May,
paid
except upon
Day is
regents shall upon receipt of
The
School at El Library, $1,000.
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ.
j
Salary of Clerk, $1,500.
vouchers accurately setting forth the said fifty thousand dollars pay over to imum temperature yesterday
was
Rito, $8,000.
For contingent expenses, including!
Clerk of the Probate Court.
and traveling expenses, purpose of the expenditure, approved said persons who so advanced said seventy-seveContingent
the
minimum
The New Mexico Asylum for the insurance, $800.
degrees,
or so much thereof as may be neces- - by the Commission and filed with the money, the amount and share which fifty
degrees. The relative humidity
Deaf and Dumb at Santa Fe, $10,000.
Provided, that appropriations for sary, $2,300.
Nothing Tike having your office up
eacn
or
State
of
the
said
Auditor,
who,
upon
last
filing
persons contributed for
evening was fourteen per cent.
The New Mexico Institute for the the State Library, except
to date. The Gloue Wiornicke Filing
ot
Sec. 14. There is hereby appropri- any such vouchers, shall draw his me reconstruction of said Lea hall
salary
Blind at Alamogordo, $10,000.
ate Librarian, shall be disbursed under ted for the purpose of
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
mere is hereby appropriated the
defraying the warrant for the amount thereof upon
ANSWERS THE CALL.
No pupil under twelve years of age orders of the Board of Trustees of the
only improve the looks of your office
expense of transporting prisoners to the State Treasurer.
sum
of
thousand
dollars
thirty
shall be enrolled or admitted as a State
but will pay for themselves in the
the State Penitentiary, the following
Library.
For
the
heretofore
and
to
be
during
period
under
direcA
a
the
expended
cold,
strain, a sudden wrench, time
student in the New Mexico Normal
Supreme Court.
sums,
tion of the regents of the New Mexico
of
mentioned
he
they sve you. Wh" not be up
the
expenditures
A
little cause may hurt the kidneys.
School at Silver City or the New MexFor salaries of three
of the
to date? New Mexican Printing Com
For actual expenses of sheriffs of said Commission shall not exceed the College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Spells of backache often follow.
ico Normal University at Las Vegas supreme Uourt, $18,000. justices
;the various counties conveyine nrison- - amounts hereby appropriated.
Arts near Las Cruces for the purpose
Or. some irregularity of the urine. pany.
unless such pupil' shall have passed
Salary of stenographer for the Su- - ers to the penitentiary, or so much
All receipts of the State Corpora- of constructing a
A splendid remedy for such attacks.
building
a satisfactory examination in a course preme Court, $900.
thereof as may be necessary, $6,000. tion Commission, including all re- in place of the old administration
Society Stationery The New Mexi
A medicine that has cured thouof study as is prescribed by the State
'Salary of bailiff of Supreme Court,
The sheriffs of the various counties ceipts of the Insurance Department of building
can Printing Company have on band
fire. sands.
recently
destroyed
by
Board of Education for pupils' above $900.
shall be entitled to actual expenses the State, shall hereafter be covered This appropriation shall include tha
and can make up promptly the latest
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a true
the sixth grade of the public schools.
incurred by themselves in conveying into the State Salary Fund.
Contingent expenses, $1,000.
forms in society stationery. The new
cost of a modern heating plant for
The respective boards of regents of
Clerk of the Supreme Court.
to the penitentiary and also
prisoners
Sec. 18. There is hereby appropria- said building.
correspondence cards, etc. Or.
Santa
Fe
Many
on
people rely
the New Mexico College of Agricuit size
Salary of Clerk of the Supreme 'the actual expenses incurred bv them ted to meet and pay the wages of the
ders taken for engraved and em
There is hereby appropriated the ney remedy.
lture and Mechanic Arts near Las Court, $3,600.
in behalf of such necessary euards s chief clerk of the Senate and the sum of twenty-fivbossed work. Several lines to make
thousand dollars
Here is Santa Fe proof.
Cruces, the New M?xico School of
are authorized by law to be employed chief clerk of the House, and of one ($25,000.00) for the purpose of conContingent expenses, $200.
your selection from.
Albino
Santa
Ortega,
College
St.,
Mines at Socorro, the University of
All fees hereafter collected by the 'to assist in guarding such nrlsoners
to be chosen by each of structing a dormitory for the Insti- Fe, N. M., says: "For Beveral
New Mexico at Albuquerque and the Clerk of the Supreme Court, and also and also to the actual exnensea in. stenographer
said chief clerks, at $6.00 per day for tute for the Blind at Alamogordo. I had trouble from my back andyears
The New Mexican
nntlng Com
kidNew Mexico Military Institute at Ros- all1 fees earned by said clerk since
the, curred in behalf of prisoners so con- - each chief clerk and for each steno- Provided, that out of the last men- neys. It was hard for me to
pany is always prepared to turn out
well shall determine and fix the stand- present Supreme Court was organized, veyed. Before
work,
conveying prisoners to grapher for ten days after the ad- tioned appropriation there shall be owing to pains in my loins and
ard of requirements for admission as shall be turned over to the State the
any your brief and transcript work quickof the Legislature, the sum paid the cost of a modern heating sudden
penitentiary, sheriffs shall secure
movement
mv ly, and at the right price. Give us
aggravated
students to such respective Institu-- j Treasurer, and by hira covered into from the District Judge of the county journment
of $240.00. Said wages shall be paid plant, which shall be Installed for the trouble. My rest was disturbed
a a trial.
by
known the salary fund.
jttoms. Preparatory schools
in which said sheriff has been elected to the respective chief clerks and to purpose of heating said
building, and too frequent desire to void the kidas "Training Departments" may be
Provided, that an itemized account a certificate specifying the number of the respective stenographer chosen out of said
All legal blanks
appropriation there shall ney secretior.s and the passages were
conducted by the said New Mexico of all monies disbursed
prepared according
which are necessary to the by them out of the Salary Fund upon also be paid the cost of furniture
by the officers
and scanty and painful.
new
state- to the Statutes of New Mexico,
Public
Normal School at Silver City and the receiving appropriations under this guards
safe conveyance of such prisoners,' warrants drawn by the Auditor upon equipment for said building.
f
ments given by local people who had State form, for sa'e by the
New Mexico Normal University at Las secuon ior
Sec. 24. That for the
contingent, incidental or and shall render under oath Itemized the Treasurer.
of used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit, Mexican Printing Company.
purpose
Vegas in
connection
with their traveling expenses, shall be kept in accounts covering the expenses here-thei- r
Sec. 20. For the payment of mile- providing funds for the
payment of Induced me to try them. I found reschools, but the number of pupils who
respective offices In a bound by authorized.
and per diem of Aniceto C. Abey- appropriations made by the two pre- lief at once ard after I bad used the OFFirtK C. Q. M., Chronlclf Bid-- San Franage
may be admitted to such preparatory book to be used for that purpose
15.
Sec.
is
There
only.
hereby appropria- tia there is hereby appropriated the ceding sections there shall be issued contents of one nox, my back was free cisco. Cat , Miiy 57, 1912. Sf alert proposals will
departments shall be limited to not to
Sec. 6. There Is hereby appropria- - ted for the purpose of defraying the sum of $257, which amount shall be! certificates of indebtedness
received here unill II a. m. June 12. 1812. for
ot th? from pain. My kidneys are now nor-D- be
exceed twelve In each grade.
furnishing foniiio and straw required at pouts
ted to pay the salary of the district expenses of the general election to be paid out of the
ot
New
state
in
Division during fiscal vear
Western
Fund
Salary
Mexico, the form of
and I feel better in every day."
The board of regent of the New judges, $36,000.
!held in the State of New Mexico on
Julyl, 1912. Information fii nlshed on
Sec. 21. The State Auditor is here- which certificates shall be prescribed
JO
dealers.
sale
all
Price
?or
here or to Post yuanernmsterH,
Mexico Normal University and the
by
application
Sec. 7. There Is hereby appropria- - the Tuesday after the first Monday in by directed to transfer to the State by the attorney
at Seattle.
. PortFoster-Milburgeneral of the state. cen
Co., Buffalo, and Quartenoaiitera
New Mexico Normal School are here- - ted to pay the
and
D.
EnOre.,
of
bid may be
A.
land,
the
State
1912,
November,
the following Salary Fund all surplus monies now Such certificates ahall be dated the New Tork, sol.o agents for the United received by PostHonolulu. H. T., andand
salary
Quartermasters
oy empowered ana directed
Quarterto set gineer, $2,400.
,
sums,
in the following funds, town
Honolulu, H. T. until 11 a m.. Pacific
h
jfirn dav of July. 11?Renumber the name Doan's and master.
eside out of the regular appropriations
Clerk
hire for State Engineer For printing of poll books, registra- - Charitable Institution Fundi.
time, June 12, 1912. F.Vok SCHRADKR, O. Q.
Jable within flv rears from their
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE.
What is the

difference
between
railroad during a rate war, and
meat man?

The Home of Quality Groceries

flit

Salt Bricks for your Horse and Cow
at GOEBELS.
Spike's Bros, again tonight at the
Elks'.
All Boxes of tne Santa Te Electric
Laundry brought Into the office wili
-

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC

Without

be redeemed at 10c doz.
Chamber of Commerce Meeting
but the
This evening at eight o'clock, an important meeting of the Chamber of
Commerce will be held.
Milk and cream at Capitol' City
Your Favorite Cut Awaits
Dairy.
You Here,
Spikes Bros, tonight at the Elks'.
Use a Cold Cream which imparts a
Put Up In Style When You softness to the skin. Use Zook's Rose
Cold Cream.
Card of Thanks The Sisters of
Appear.
wish to thank those who assisted
We're Here to Serve You thein in making the supper last evening in the auditorium such a splendid
Wei! And Fast !
success.
Initial
Monograms for stenciling
Our Speed Makes Many
your handkercliefs, towels; and all
classes of linens. We have yours in
Stand Aghast !
stock. W. N. Townsend & Co.
Tonight at the Elks Pathe's Weekly.
This Is The Place For
A CRASH in Tailored Garments $25
to $45 values, from $15 up this month.
CHOICE
IN A HURRY I For particulars call at the W. H. Goe-be- l
The railroad meets the cut,
meat man cuts the meat!

Picnic Would Be

a Good Picnic Dinner!

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Appetizing Picnic Delicacies
AND EVERYTHING

UTS

THERE IS

BUTTER!

I7Er

BUTTER!

IZn

ttVt

NOW AT

F. ANDREWS

S

jfEI

fer If
HA

cleani:d

I

!

f

I

"H-GRAD- E

VOC.VMTCH
c:ca:-ionall-

Watrhpc
TTUIvIICo

wiJ run without

nfirl
dllU
i
IrtinfKC
VlUvlYO

clly- It"
you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel traves over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge vour
watch a speck of cii
a cleaning
rice a year. It will increase the
He and accuracy of your watch.
7,eave your watch with us

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

y.

Co.

1,

I

SPITZ,

Warm Weather Is coming. Cooking
by electricity is cheaper than coal.
Sparks can prove it. See him.
The Elks Carnival The Elks' carni-ra- l
opens tonight in the National

Phone 92

I

"uaWVor--

if longer than
any otlter ploc : of machin- but it needs both occasion- -

cry

Si

THE JEWELER,

il W

AWATO

Phone 4.

Co.

Plaza Market

THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!
K

fiT

f

I III
OUR STOCK
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 1912.

Guard Armory and should bring out ,
big crowds. There will be many novelties and attractions for young and
old. There will be dancing every evening,
Miss Hutson announces a class in
and
cooking on Monday, Wednesday
Friday morning during June at the
high school building. Any one interested in the course will please meet!
Miss Hutson at the high school building at 10 o'clock Thursday morning.
See the Rescue Ship with the survivors of the lost Titanic, tonight at
the Elks'.
Milk and cream at Capital. City
Dairy.
Scouts! All boy
Attention
Boy
scouts are urged to be present at the
Memorial exercises tomorrow at the
cemetery. They will meet at 2 o'clock
at the scout rooms, and march in a
body immediately following the gub-

ernatorial party.
For Wind, tan or sunburn try an

ap-

plication of Zook's Benzoin, AVitch Hazel and Almond Cream.
Find Ancient Kitchen An expedition under Professor George Reisner
of Harvard has just completed a series
of excavations in the palace of King
Ahab, in Palestine. One of the most
remakable finds was the kitchen of
the palace, where more than 5,000 ancient household utensils were uncovered.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms Tor Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having ail modern conveniences, including electric light, steam heat and
Bank
baths, in the First National
b inding.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
Road to Cliff Dwellings Barred
The road to the cliff dwellings is
barred to automobiles by the high
water of the Rio Grande which has
washed around the Buckman bridge,
making it hazardous even for teams
to get ecross. However, in a
it is expected the river will be
down. The road from the west side of
the river to the Rito is in good condition.
Milk and cream
at Capital. City
Dairy.
The Steamship Carpathia,
bearing
the survivors of the lost Titanic, enters the harbor at 7:30 p. m. Tonight
at the Elks'.
Cease Your Search for delightful
candies. Go straight to Zook's and
you'll be glad. Fresh today.
Met The
County Commissioners
board of county commissioners
for
Santa Fe county met yesterday afternoon at the court house with George
Kinsell and Jose Ortiz y Pino present.
The board issued a call for bids for a
new bridge on Agua Fria road near
the Guadalupe church. The specifications call for a cement structure. A
resolution was passed calling on the
representatives of the state now in
Congress to investigate the proposed
Shackleford Good Roads Bill now
pending before the lower House and
if found satisfactory the board recommends that they support the measure.
Fined for Drunkenness
C. E. Daisy
was fined $5 and costs by Police Judge
Jose Maria Garcia this morning for
being drunk on the streets last night.
Elks Meet at 7 O'clock The members of the local lodge of Elks will
meet at 7 o'clock this evening at the
lodge rooms.

CUBA UNABLE TO QUELL REBELS
-

-

a

l.

-U

VU3.

conference today were:
Increased salaries of bishops from
$5,000 to $6,500, which $1,000 is for
living expenses and $3,G00 secretaries'

I

in the E! Dia on

the negro rebellion; hire.
says:
Refused to be influenced by senti"The primary cause of the uprising
mental consideration in favor of old
is the failure of the government to
name, "presiding elder" and ordered
repeal the law which provides
that that the term "district superintendthere shall be no recognition of politi- ent" be retained.
A $30,000 gift to
cal parties in racial lines and is of- the board of conference claimants of
fensive to the negroes. Another cause the church had been made by an
is the action of the government and anonymous donor.
the law courts in denying their civil
The conference adopted the report
of the episcopacy committee favoring
and political rights.
"The movement is not a racial one. a "bishop of races." The question
We have no hostility to the white comes up for final action in 1916.
people. I have given orders that no
violence shall be committed against LOS ANGELES TIMES CAR
IS DUE HERE TOMORROW.
whites under pain of death. One of
our soldiers has been hanged for violating this order. If the Americans Good Roads Boosters are Expected to
Greet PatHfinder at La
intervene, they w ill recognize me and
my followers as a political party. We
Bajada Hill.
are prepared to continue
fighting
whatever happens.
All the responsiThe T.os Angeles Times Pathfinding
bilities for intervention must rest on car will arrive in Santa Fe tomorrow
President Gomez and the government. ' afternoon from Albuquerque
if the
The rebel forces are reported to present schedule of stops is not interhave organized a regiment in Havana fered with. The car
containing Autand the standard they are using is omobile Editor Smith of the Times
that which was displayed by Carlos and Dell M. Potter, vice president of
Manuel DeCespede who in 1868 head- the Ocean to Ocean Highway Associaed an armed revolution
a
against the tion for Arizona, and others, ieft
Spaniards. At the government offices'
this morning and are expected
it is still declared that no news has in Albuquerque this evening.
been received from the front.
Five cars left Albuquerque and will
Insurgents Would Attack Railroad.
pilot the pathfinders into the Duke
Santiago, Cuba, May 29. The super-- ' City, where they will be the guests o"t
.
intendent of the Cuban railroad today; the Commercial
Albuquerque
advised the government that a large' cars will conduct the Californians to
force of insurgents has assembled at Santa
about noon tomorFe,
Yara Yabo with the intention of at-- , row. It hasstarting
been suggested that motacking the train coming up from
tor car enthusiasts of this city meet
The train has been held" at' the
party at La Bajada hill and pilot
Palma Soriano, twenty miles norththe California car to Las Vegas. D.
west of Santiago, until a detachment
K. B. Sellers,- vice president of the
of troops is sent to attack the insurg-Ocean to Ocean Highway Association
ents.
for New Mexico, and mayor of Albuquerque will be with the party tomorMETHODISTS EVADE RITUAL
row.
REVISION QUESTION.
Mag-dalen-

I
!

1

LAST NOTICE.
of Bishops Was Increased'
Notice is hereby given to all owners
From $5,000 to $6,500 a
of dogs that the dob tax for 1912 is
Year.
now due. All dogs running at large
By Special leased Wire to New Mrxloan) without a lag will be impounded.
RAFAEL GOMEZ,
Minneapolis, Minn., May 29. DeleCity Marshal.
gates to the general conference of
the Methodist Episcopal church today
evaded the question of a revision of
LOCAL ELKS WILL
the ritual of the church. The conferPARADE THIS EVENING
ence ordered a commission to preA grand parade beginning at
pare a revision of the ritual and pre7.30 this evening by the Elks X
sent it not later than the tenth day of
of the local lodge and led by
1916 convention.
The conference also
endorsed the district nominations for
the regimental band will open
members' of committees of the church S the festivities of the carnival
organizations which to a large extent S at the armory. There will be X
will have charge of the church's afmany attractions at the big
fairs in the next four years.
show and prizes will be given. S
Among things accomplished by the
Salaries

Memorial Day
Flowers at the Clarendon Gardens
Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
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HE SUITS are

all-wo- ol

quality and

good tailoring back of

town really get on to the way we
good clothes

COM?
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HEN THE YOUNG MEN of this

are handling this

price
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I

OF TOOLS

TO
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IT. M.

few-day-
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WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., May 29. New
Mexico, tonight and Thursday
much
fair. Not
generally
change in temperature.

Going Picnicking?
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them that

makes the style stay stylish, and that's one

matter,

thing young men want. What's the good of
style if it doesn't last ? Seethe

there'll be nothing to ft." Well have them
44

all here for our

NEW NORFOLKS, THE

BART SCHAFFNER & MARX

SHAPE-MAKE-

R,

THE .1912 VARSITY,

FINE SUITS,

THE NEW ENGLISH MODELS.

1

because the young men's stuff we've got is
all right

it's got the style.

Suits $22.50 and ud
Copyright Hart Scbaffner & Mars

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
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NATHAN SALMON
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